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The President's Corner
The beautiful Wardman House now really feels like home for Dotty and me, David and Sara.
Not that we've been settled in that long, our many alumni trips—to Orange County, Palm
Desert, Hemet and Hawaii to get to know you all better—have kept us on the road part of the
time. I'd like to take this opportunity to thank you all for your hospitality and support.
It is gratifying to know how solidly you are behind us in our endeavors to see that your
alma mater not only maintains its reputation for excellence, but builds upon it to extend the
influence of a Whittier College education even more widely as we approach our centennial.
For we are a fine institution, and we are committed to offering programs that speak to the
personal and professional needs of the students of the 1980's.
Those of our students who have majored in our pre-professional courses for medicine,
dentistry, law, and in many fields in the arts and sciences, have succeeded in gaining entrance
to prestigious graduate schools. Liberal arts education continues to be our central purpose;
however, business administration is one of the fastest growing departments in all colleges and
universities, and the trend is apparent at Whittier too. This is why, last year, we inaugurated
a Master of Business program and this year, in conjunction with the Law School, we have
initiated the JD/MBA program which permits graduate students to study business and law at
the same time and obtain a double degree.
Whittier College is without doubt a good school and it is on its way to becoming accepted
nationally as a great educational opportunity for both undergraduate and graduate students.
That last word is the key to our future success. "Students!" Now I want to enlist your help,
and I am very serious about my request. We need money, of course, what small independent
college doesn't? But even more, we need students. For without them, what good is an
exceptional faculty, or fine buildings set in bucolic surroundings? I'd like each alumnus/alumna
to set a personal goal. To RECOMMEND THE COLLEGE TO ONE STUDENT, and to urge
that student to attend.
Our fees for tuition are too high? Yes, inflation has caught up with us as it has with every
institution and individual throughout the country. But there are privately endowed, state
and federal scholarships, and no students need let the cost of a Whittier College education
prevent them from applying.
Will you do this for me and for your alma mater? Knowing your loyalty, I feel sure we
can count on you.
Thank you again.
Eugene S. Mills

Ross McCollum
Law Center Dedication

The dignatories who officiated at the dedication of the Ross McCollum Law Center. (L. to R.) President Eugene
S. Mills, Ross McCollum, Trustee Chandler Myers, Mr. Justice Byron White, Attorney Sherman Welpton and
Dean Frieson.

T

he dedication of the Ross McCollum Law Center at the Whittier College
School of Law on Tuesday, December 11, attracted a large crowd of alumni, students, faculty and friends, together with a numberof television, radio
and newspaper reporters.
There was an aura of excitement among the audience, all of whom were
anxious to hear the remarks of U.S. Supreme Court Justice Byron R. White,
the principal speaker.
After expressing his pleasure at being present, Justice White—a former AllAmerican football player who was named to the Supreme Court by President
Kennedy in 1962—said that committing new educational structures to public
use symbolizes the American determination to invest in the young, and to
afford everyone an opportunity to develop and maximize their own talents.
"If the people are to participate meaningfully in their own governments,"
Justice White said, "rather than leave competence to a selected few, they must
attain at least a minimum of education and that minimum level these days is
very high indeed. An ignorant populace would surely self-destruct, or at least
forfeit its opportunity for self-determination.
Justice White delved into the history of the American judicial system and its
basis on the English courts of common law, refined and expanded under the
Constitution. "These days," he stated, "legislatures are faced with monumental and complex issues . . . which makes it critical that judges be competent and even-handed rather than the tool of the powerful or the spokesmen of the special interest groups."
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The audience at the dedication of
the Ross McCollum Law Center.

Alice Newsom greets an old friend,
Ross McCollum,

He conceded that there is a conflict between the power of an independent
judiciary and the nation's tradition of electing representative lawmakers,
"but," he said, "several almost vague rights included in the Constitution
have expanded the judicial task by placing on the judiciary the responsibility
of interpreting how those provisions should be applied when conflicts arise.
"These tasks are largely unavoidable, "he continued, "and without doubt
this has resulted in a major participation by the judiciary in the governance
of this country.
"This is true, despite the fact that judicial decisions, particularly constitutional decisions, are often highly controversial and involve issues over which
the country may be deeply divided."
He added that the role of the judiciary in pre-empting the legislative and
executive branches of government should not be over-emphasized.
"Courts have had only a marginal input into matters that concern the
country most," he said, "such as war, the economy, energy and inflation.
In fact, the role of the courts in shaping the country's laws has steadily
declined over the years . . . It could be that because the people have the
last word, the problem of judicial overreaching is not all that severe."
Justice White said he thought most judges would prefer not to be faced
with highly technical issues or issues over which there exist divisive political
differences. As long as the courts are faced with such cases, however, he
emphasized the importance of a judiciary that is independent of political
factions and free of special interest ties.
"Even with such a judiary, " Justice White cautioned, "perfection in the
justice system can only remain a goal. I suppose because man is imperfect,"
he added.
"It is predictable," he concluded, "that this process, unavoidably will go
on until and unless the people want it otherwise, which they have not these
past 200 years and very likely will not in the next 200 years."

President and Mrs. Mills with Justice and Mrs. White on December 11.
Attorney Sherman S. Welpton, Jr., then introduced the man for whom the
Center was being named—Ross McCollum.
"It's my pleasure to appear here and talk about my good friend and client
of many years," Mr. Welpton began. "Let me tell you more about him.
"Ross McCollum was born 85 years ago here in Los Angeles County. He
graduated from the University of California in 1917 and started out with
the Standard Oil Company as a laborer, working under a man by the name of
Sharpenberg, who has been dead for many years.
2

"Mr. Sharpenberg made quite a profound impression on Ross. He taught
that you went to work early and you worked late.
"Ross has had great success in the oil business. Again, in a measure
attributable to a suggestion Mr. Sharpenberg made. He told Ross to borrow
money, which Ross did even though he didn't need it at the time. He paid
it back, thus establishing his credit, and after he'd worked ten years for
Standard Oil, a piece of property became available in Kern County. This
was at the height of the depression and Ross didn't have enough ready
money, so he borrowed $8,000 from the Bank of America.

The head table at the luncheon. (From left) Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Weip ton, Mr. and Mrs. Ross McCollum,
Dr. and Mrs. Roy Newsom and Sheriff and Mrs. Peter Pitchess.
"That was the beginning of the National Oil Company. Ross worked
indefatigably for that company over a period of some 45 years, until it was
sold in 1974 to Shell Oil Company.
"He ploughed back the profits. He worked at a modest salary and worked
long hours. He did it for the benefit of the other stockholders and the
employees, and he had an excellent relationship with everyone with whom
he did business, gaining a reputation as a very honorable man.
"In spite of his acquisitions and property, Ross has become not a man
who has lived profligately, but rather one who has dedicated his life and
savings to the betterment of mankind. He has given away over $8 million in
the past two years—to the Braille Institute; to educational institutions;
to the Shriner's Home for Crippled Children; to hospitals, including the
Huntington Institute of Applied Medical Science; the Estelle Doheny Eye
Institute; and the Ear institute (founded by Howard House, who graduated
from Whittier College in 1930).
"But what about Whittier College? Well, Ross grew up in that locality.
He's long known the College as a sterling institute founded by Quakers
of conservative values. He looks ahead, and he thinks of what transpired in
his own life and he'd like to make it possible for other young people to
have a similar opportunity.
"Ross thinks in terms of a conservative government, in terms of getting
rid of crime and violence in the streets, and certainly the law and the
lawyers and the faculty of Whittier College School of Law and the students
who are coming on should be a dominant factor in bringing that about.
"It's been a unique and rewarding experience representing Ross McCollum
not only from the standpoint of working for him and knowing that in
all his contracts his actions would always be honorable, but in having a close
relationship with a fine man, a great American and a wonderful philanthropist."
3

Law School Dean J. A. FitzRandolph
addresses luncheon guests after the
dedication of the Ross McCollum
Law Center.

Ross McCollum then came to the podium. His response was short and
earned him laughter and tumultuous applause.
"Thank you very much," he said. "After some of the remarks made by
Sherman Weipton, I'm wondering what my next legal bill is going to be!
"I arrived in Whittier 62 years ago, direct from the University of California at Berkeley and went to work for Standard Oil Company, where I
was paid less than $100 a month. If you'll believe it, oil at that time was
selling for 5/ cents a barrel. You know what it is now, and if you can figure
anyway why it's up there, / can't!
"I think it's very obvious that it's time for law and order and for public
enterprise with as little government interference as possible in the carrying
out of our business relations.
"To give you a rough idea of what I mean by that. / drilled an oil well up
in Bakersfield about two years ago, and the day after I completed the we//—
way out in the desert—the ecology people showed up and said I'd cut down
the sagebrush. So I asked them what / was supposed to do, and they said:
'You're supposed to transplant it!' / ask everyone, how in the hell do you
transplant sagebrush?!
'7'm very appreciative of the various remarks that have been made. I'm
one hundred per cent for what Justice White has said, and I believe we've
got to do something in this country to get a little bit more back to the center
rather than being way out on the left where we seem to be going, otherwise
we are liable to go down the drain like Great Britain.
"My whole idea is to contribute to colleges like Whittier, which I believe
are a more conservative type and turn out graduates quite as well as some
other institutions. If the graduates of those other colleges would just kind
of cool it a little and try to get back to normal, or somewhere near normal,
why I think the whole country is going to be a lot better off!"

Ross McCollum at the podium.

Following the dedication and reception in the courtyard of the Law
School, a luncheon honoring Ross McCollum and Mr. Justice White was
held at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel.
Greetings and thanks were extended to Mr. McCollum by President Mills,
by Trustee Anthony Pierno '54, and by Dean FitzRandolph of the Law
School.
President Mills unveiled the plaque designating the Ross McCollum Law
Center and presented it to the philanthropist. The plaque now hangs in the
front hallway near the entrance to the Whittier College School of Law,
a tribute to the oil magnate and a source of pride to the College now and
in years to come.
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Ross
McCollum
At Home

he reiterated his statement that his success is
due to being born at the right time, to the
Bank of America, to Standard Oil Company and
to good luck.
"No young man today," he says, "could borrow
money as I did, without collateral. No one can
establish credit by borrowing on a handshake."
Which is one of the reasons he gives for helping
colleges today so that they, in turn, can help
students less fortunate than he has been.
He speaks of the changing times, giving as
examples from his own experience the cost of
housing and drilling for oil.

I

t is a small house in San Marino. It was bought by
Irma in the 1930's. There is nothing pretentious
about it, the stucco is painted pink, and the
Stars and Stripes wave confidently outside, leaving
even casual passers-by in no doubt as to the
sentiments of the owners.
Two small Boston Bulls, Mike and Patti, greet
you effusively as you go in, jumping to many
times their own height in their endeavor to make
you feel welcome. There have always been Boston
Bulls at the McCollum's.
Ross McCollum and his wife, Irma, are used
to his being interviewed. Philanthropists have to
become accustomed to such invasions of privacy,
yet both Mr. and Mrs. McCollum accept the
situation graciously and without any semblance
of superiority.
The bare facts of Ross McCollum's life have
been described elsewhere in this issue of The
Rock, with the report of the dedication of the
Ross McCollum Law Center, but we wanted to
learn more of the personality of the man who
has been so generous to the College, and to
introduce him, as it were, to those alumni who
have not had the pleasure of meeting him.

He quotes the price of $5,000 which he paid
for an 800-foot lot in Balboa in the early 1930's.
He built a two-story stucco house on that lot,
with a three-car garage, and kept a 30-foot
mahogany speed boat with a Chrysler engine on
the dock. Some years later, due to the fact that he
was susceptible to serious sunburning, he felt
that he should dispose of the property. An officer
of the Bank of America with whom he had done a
great deal of business expressed a desire to
purchase the place. "How much are you willing to
pay?" Ross asked. The man hesitated and then
confessed he had only about $8,000 in hand.
Ross recalled the favors he had received from the
Bank in the past. "Donel " he said. Within a
year, both the Bank officer and his wife died, and
the house was resold for $25,000. The last time
the property changed hands, the McCollums heard
it was for $260,000!

And a pleasure it is, sitting with him in a room
with a large comforting stone fireplace, a number
of flowering African violets, and surrounded
by gleaming lamps and candlesticks of brass and
copper and treasured artifacts that have been
gathered through long years.
It is a more intimate setting than the Harris
Amphitheatre where, in May 1978, Ross
McCollum received his LL.D. degree at the hands
of then President W. Roy Newsom, or more
recently on the podium in the Law Center with
Mr. Justice Byron White, President Eugene S.
Mills, and Dean John A. FitzRandolph of
the Whittier College School of Law.
We went over Mr. McCollum's long history
again. At 85, his memory is unclouded and
5

As a youngster, he was the kind of boy who
could be led but not driven, a trait which is still
evident.
His parents both worked hard to provide for
their only child. They enjoyed baseball and harness
racing, and since they didn't want to leave the
young Ross at home alone, he was taken with
them. He has never shown an interest in racing
since.
They played cards, and when an extra hand
was needed, Ross was seated on a large
dictionary to enable him to reach the table. As
an adult, he doesn't play card games.
At elementary school, he showed talent as
a violinist and played his first recital at the
age of seven. When he entered college, he was
pressed into service in the orchestra, playing, as
he puts it "high class music." The classical
composers have no appeal for him now. But
music? That's another side of Ross McCollum.
Ross gets up from his chair and goes over to
his stereo system. He pushes a few buttons,
and suddenly the room is filled with the
sounds of jazz and Dixieland and old familiar
and nostalgic ballads. "That's what I call
music," he says, tapping the floor in
time to the rhythm.

Sheriff Peter Pitchess with Ross McCollum (1965).
In the 1940's, Shell Oil Company drilled a well
at a cost of $50,000. It proved to be dry. Ross
McCollum bought it, on a handshake because of
his reputation, and with a 100-foot deviation from
the original line, brought in a 1500 bbl oil well at
an approximate cost of $3,000. Today, drilling
costs run as high as millions of dollars for an
exploratory oil well.
During his 62-year career, the oil magnate has
never taken a vacation, although he has travelled
in the course of business to Equador, Cuba (where
he found himself in the middle of a minor
revolution) and the Bahamas. He has drilled
between 400 and 500 wells, of which only three
or four were dry.
Because he himself was always vigorous, he felt
there was a need for help on the part of those
institutions which help the young and the
sick, the colleges, the hospitals, those engaged in
medical research. He does not give indiscriminately,
he checks and rechecks on achievement and
worth, aided by his wife and long-time assistant,
Irma.
What sort of man is this who parlayed a small
stake into many millions? He is not a gambler,
yet he has owned stock in both Santa Anita and
Hollywood Park racetracks. He attended the annual
stockholders meetings but has always been, he says,
"too busy" to go to the track.

The Los Angeles Sheriff's Rhythm Posse Band, Ross
McCollum (left) with the late Jimmy Durante (1966).
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Ross McCollum conducts the Los Angeles Sheriff's Rhythm Posse Band in the Coconut Grove (1961)
for the difficulties of today's young people,
for the elderly, for those who are suffering. A
sympathy that is expressed through his
many philanthropies.
They don't make many people in the same
mold as Ross McCollum these days. Whittier
College is fortunate in having his name for
all time on the Ross McCollum Law Center at
Whittier College School of Law.

Twenty-two years ago, Ross McCollum
founded the Los Angeles Sheriff's Rhythm Posse
Band, named for his long-time friend Peter
J. Pitchess. Through the years, the 20-piece band
has given over 200 shows and gained a statewide
reputation. Non-union, they played at the
Palace Hotel in San Francisco, the Coconut Grove,
for old folks homes, hospitals, the Boy Scouts,
the Braille Institute and other charitable
organizations. They have included guest artists
of international reputation—Sammy Davis, Jr.,
the late Jimmy Durante, and others.

D. L.

When his arthritis finally overcame even his
indomitable willpower, Ross McCollum
could no longer play the violin, but he continued
to lead the Band, and at that time presented
his Thomas Jefferson Amati to the Smithsonian
Institution, and his Stradivarius and his Magini
to the Pomona College School of Music.
Ross McCollum continues to live as he
always has. No outward signs of wealth, no
ostentation, but with a high regard for the
qualities which have made this country great—
a full day's work for a day's pay (at 85 he still
goes to the office most days); a belief in
law and order; a demand for reciprocal honesty
and integrity; and underneath it all, sympathy
7

Yes, VirginiThere Is
ATeacher Shortage!
John F. Dean, Ed.D.

D

on't bother looking again at
the calendar ... it/s 1980 and
not, as the title may imply, 1951.
School buildings under construction are not proliferating the
landscape like so many mushrooms, sprouting everywhere to
satisfy the needs of burgeoning
communities. Few areas in the
west are growing with the frenzy
we lived through two decades
ago, yet the title is not misleading: there is a strong need for
teachers.
We can almost hear your
immediate response. Was it:
"What are you talking about?
I thought we had a vast surplus
of teachers, and we haven't built
a new school in my area in years.
In fact, we're closing schools."
True, many schools are closing
as the population changes. And it
is also true that for several years
many teacher education graduates were unable to find positions. But not at Whittier! We
have continued to place virtually
all of our credential candidates
despite that trend. And now we
cannot meet the growing need.
As an example, we had calls
for an additional 15 teachers in
September, but all of our candidates seeking positions had
already been placed. The preparation of teachers continues to
be one of the major academic
activities at Whittier and, in all
humility, the tradition of quality
preparation built over seven decades maintains. The professional
community turns to us first in

seeking new teachers, and we are
only too pleased to recommend
our graduates.

Why, then, the apparent discrepancy between community
opinion and our statement of the
need for teachers? One major
factor is retirement. Literally
thousands of teachers signed their
initial contracts in the late 40's
and 50's. With the opening of
this decade, they will be reaching
retirement eligibility and, according to all reports, they will
exercise that option. Adding to
that number are those who qualify for early retirement, an opportunity that became possible only
in recent years. The benefits are
reduced, of course, but the second careers available to those
with polished human-relations
skills can be very attractive. Although the proportion of male
teachers has increased over the
8

years, education continues to
attract women who teach for a
few years and then leave to become full-time mothers and
homemakers. Although this phenomenon has declined in recent
years, it is nevertheless an everpresent reality, resulting in additional openings in the teaching ranks.
With more than 200,000 teachers in California alone and a predictable ten to fifteen per cent
of that work force leaving for
a variety of reasons, the opportunities for a teaching position
are good to excellent. As we said
initially, there is a teacher shortage.
Assume for the moment that
we have established a need, who
should teach? What qualities are
districts seeking in their candidates? Who will be at home in a
classroom, and can we really tell?
The State of California through
its Commission for Teacher Preparation and Licensing, believes
that no one should enter the professional preparation program
without prior experience with
children of the age and maturity
they hope toteach. "Field Experience" could include recreation department work, religious
education, youth groups, or any
other types of associations with
groups of children in a learning
situation. Potential teachers without that experience have opportunities at Whittier, usually before they enter the professional
training program.

The profession is seeking
warm, knowledgeable "peopleoriented" adults who enjoy the
challenge of taking others where
they have never been before. We
want people who can instill in
others a love for learning while,
at the same time recognizing that
all of us learn at differing rates
with varying amounts of success,
without being frustrated by
such differences. Education is in
need of people who care enough
for children to hold them to
their very best and who are willing to give of themselves to see
that students reach that level of
accomplishment.
Assuming that degree of interest and level of commitment,
what opportunities are out there
in the real world? First and foremost, there is always room for a
good teacher. Although the
openings are infrequent in the
social sciences at the secondary
level, for example, we do place
teachers in that area nonetheless.
Opportunities in the sciences,
mathematics, and English tend to
be more plentiful, although all
fields have increasing needs.
Early childhood and elementary school teachers are finding
a ready market in southern California in both private and public
schools. Increasing needs for
specialists in reading, learning
resources, and special education
attract experienced classroom
teachers, creating vacancies for
beginning instructors at all levels.
Specialties not requiring previous classroom teaching experience include Speech Pathology,
and Whittier has achieved statewide recognition for its program
under the direction of Dr. Les
Harris. He reports a continuing
demand for Whittier graduates.
Among the many advantages
of holding a teaching credential
is the possibility of part-time
employment. Substitute assign-

ments continue to be in high
demand, at $50.00 or more per
day. Many school districts have
developed programs requiring
part-time teachers at the elementary and secondary levels, satisfying their needs and those of
many who cannotwork full-time.
The demand for teachers has
not gone unnoticed at Whittier.
The College is also attracting
men and women who are beyond
the "traditional" college-aged
student. Women whose children
are either in school or who have
left to build their own lives, find
part-time attendance at college a
stimulating environment. Executives from the business world are
discovering entire new careers.
Early retirement has attracted
some, others are enrolled parttime seeking the degree they
didn't have time to complete before they were caught up in the
corporate structure. While advanced degrees are not required
for classroom teaching, many are
challenged to earn their MA for
their personal satisfaction. With
day and evening classes available,
Whittier College is meeting the
needs of many in our expanded
community.
With the advent of the "5050 Club," resulting in a 50% reduction in tuition charges for
those who have reached their
fiftieth birthday, the price is
right. Combined with the flexibility of a small, private liberal
arts college, many have found
that the last barrier to either a
college degree or a credential has
been removed.
Teaching is a demanding and
rewarding profession. Where a
college degree is "liberating," a
credential often holds the key to
an unrestricted future. "Have
Credential: Can Travel" has
opened doors long closed. While
a California Teaching Credential
is recognized in virtually every
state, a Whittier College training
9

is respected around the world.
There are few other professions
that offer entree so readily.
Is there a future in teaching?
As long as there are those who
want or need to learn. There can
be no other answer. El
Dr. John F. Dean came to the
College as Professor of Education
In 1970 and directed the Copenhagen program in the fall of
1977. Since 1976 he has been
director of the Extended Education program, Among his many
publications are a series of texts
under the generic title "Games,
among them Games Make Spell-

ing Fun, which has sold over
250,000 copies. Listed in Who's

Who in Education (International)
1979, Dr. Dean was the recipient
of the Freedom Foundation's
Valley Forge Schoolmen Medal
in 1965 for his article "A Pledge
to My Fellow Americans." His
wife is Katherine (Nisbet '51)
and their son, Brian, graduated
from Whittier in 1979. Lately,
Dr. Dean has been boasting of
the incredible intelligence and
beauty of their granddaughter,
Megan Hicks, his daughter's first
child.

HAVE YOU MOVED?
We must pay for each magazine
that is returned to us for Jack
of the proper address. If you
have moved, or plan to do so,
please help us by filling out the
form below and returning it to
the Alumni Office, Whittier College, Whittier, CA 90608.

Name
Class
New Address

City
State

Zip
Thank you!

Activities Center
Finally Complete

CONSTRUCTION AGREEMENT
CENTER

Over 250 individuals were recognized at a special reception in
the Dance Room of the Donald
E. Graham Student Activities
Center preceding the basketball
game between the Poets and the
Redlands Bulldogs, January 23.
The event was an opportunity
for the members of the Greater
Whittier Area Campaign to thank
the many people who, through
their generosity, made the dream
of a new and modern athletic
facility become a reality.

PRO EC.-N
rui •
tit1
ARCH C
CONSTRUCTION PHASE COSTS
TOTAL

46,031
36,136
2,618000
2BOO7

Kenneth Ball '34 at the mike.

Guest of honor was Mrs. John
Fusco, who spearheaded the campaign following the death of her
late husband, Donald E. Graham.
Because of his initial efforts and
her own, the new center has been
named in his honor.
Mrs. Fusco was joined by her
husband, Dr. John Fusco, her
mother, Mrs. H. C. Smith, and
her children, Steve, Trina and
Gina Graham.
Among those recognized were
several members of the Board of
Trustees, including Richard and
Billie (Beane '50) Deihl '49; Dr.
Homer and Alice (Martin '37)
Rosenberger '34; Board Chairman Carl and Jane (Taber '43)
Randolph '43; Chandler Myers;
Mrs. Ruth Shannon; Clinton and
Flora (Honeyman '35) Harris '34,
34;Stan Sanders '43 and Mr. and
Stan
Mrs. D. E. Wood.
Also honored were: Mr. and
Mrs. William Craig; Thomas D
Deihl '47 and his wife; The
Honorable Delta Murphy, Mayor
of Whittier; Mynatt Smith and
Wayne and Connie (Gish '61
Harvey '60.)
In addition, many Whittier
College alumni, faculty and administrators were on hand to
accept the well-earned accolades.

Charlotte Fusco with her family. (L. to R.) Her mother, Delphine Smith, Steve
Graham, Charlotte, Trina and Gina Graham,

Whittier College is extremely grateful to the,
following individuals and organizations
whose generosity made possible the
Donald E. Graham Activities Center:
Mrs. John Fusco
Mrs. H. C. Smith
Alcoa Foundation
Mr. Dewain Butler
Rose Hills Memorial Park
Gaister Foundation
Southern California
Edison Company
Mr. Wallace Turner
Smith International
Mr. Ross McCollum
Mrs. Carrie Emerson
Mrs. Beverly M. Stauffer
Kresge Foundation

At half-time of the game, Mrs.
Fusco, accompanied by Carl
continued on page 11
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Mr. Richard P. Ettinger, Jr.
Marie Stauffer Sigall
Foundation
Annenberg Fund
U.S. Steel Foundation
Fluor Corporation
Luella Morey Murphy Fund
Orthogonlan Sodety
Pacific Human Relations
Foundation Corp.
Southern California
Gas Company
John Stauffer Trust
R. C. Baker Foundation

Old Acquaintances
'10
John and Elma (Marshburn '14)
Pearson '11 have moved to Quaker
Gardens after living in San Marino
for 57 years. They took a tour of
Alaska this summer.

Herman H. Henkle '28 recently participated in a panel discussion at the
Library of Congress, commemorating
the 40th anniversary of the appointment of Archibald MacLeish as Librarian of Congress.

30

'
Ruth Ann (Hollingsworth) Domecq '30
was widowed seven months after she
and her husband had sold their farm
and built a retirement home. She says
that "adjustment has been good since
my children and grandchildren live
near. I became a great-grandmother
in July, so I am indeed blest."
P. N. "Gup" Guptill '30 and his wife
travel all over the States and Canada,
not excepting Alaska and Hawaii.
They have shown their films to clubs,
the church and the Retired Teachers
Association of L.A. They are often
accompanied by their daughter, Gayle
(Guptill) Adamson '67, her husband
and their two children, Scott (8) and
Laurie Anne (5). . . Everett C.
Schneider '30 and wife, Frances,
write from Sacramento that they
visited orphans in Durango, Mexico,
last summer in the orphanage where
they worked on his retirement as a
Methodist pastor in 1972. Everett
writes, "we even attended sessions
of the N. Conference of the Methodist•
Church held in Torreon."
Arville A. Cunningham '31 retired as
Deputy State Fire Marshal in 1973. He
keeps "fairly" busy, he says, doing
odd jobs for other senior citizens and
attends meetings of AART, Retired
Public Employees, and Senior Citizens.
He also sings in the church choir, goes
boating on Lake Oroville and is enjoying life.
Lynn and Katherine (Balden '30)
Juday '32 have spent most of their

summers since retirement in Alaska,
"enjoying the people, the fishing,
and the beautiful 49th State."
Thatcher Jordan '33 and wife Vivian
are enjoying a very active retirement in
San Clemente. They have been leading
Travel Tours for several years and are
quite excited about plans for summer
1980 when they will take over 80
people in two separate groups to the
Balkan countries, ending with the
Passion Play in Oberammergau,
Germany.
Mabel M. Bumgardner '34 has been
made Chairman of Community Services for the Santa Clara County Division of California Retired Teachers
Asscn. She writes that they are making
a statewide survey of hours volunteered by retired persons and/or Senior
Citizens and are amazed at the statistics thus far. - . Robert Farrar'34
teaches part-time at Chapman and
Saddleback. His two sons, Stan and
James are both lawyers, one in LA
and the other in Watsonville. His
daughter, Joanne Singh, lives in
Springfield, Ill, where her husband is
in charge of making all the State Parks
accessible to the handicapped. . Leona (Mendenhall) Snow '34 has at
least temporarily settled down in
Telluride, after four years of much
travelling with Airstream.
Maria-Rae (Ross) Glasgow '35 is still
teaching the mentally gifted in grades
1-3 in the Riverside Unified School
District. (Thank you for "finding" Ed-

win Richards '58 for us! Ed.)
Artist Joyce (Brown) Clark '38 was
written up in The Maui News in November. Well-known for her seascapes
and scenes of the Orient, Joyce used
to work in Batik and mohair before
turning to oils. She and her husband,
Marshall '39, are planning a house in
Hana where she says there is "some of
the most beautiful surf in the world."
Her works have been displayed in
Grand Central Station Galleries (NY),
the California Fine Arts Festival in
Laguna Beach, and in select galleries
on Maui. . . Harriet (Cooper) Ebermayer '38 is. serving as principal at
Ada S. Nelson School in Whittier.
She writes that her son and family
have moved to New Zealand and her
daughter and family to Oklahoma. Margaret (Brewster) Ekholm '38 and
her husband are semi-retired and spend
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part of their time in travelling. This
past July they visited England and
Scotland and report that the highlight
of the trip was to see the manor house
where Margaret's ancestor, Elder
William Brewster lived from 15881609. St. Wilfred's Church in Scrooby
was the Elder's church and is still in
use as are three of the 16th century
hand-carved pews.
A nice little piece from Thurston E.
Sydnor '39. It arrived on the Editor's
desk without heading or dateline, so
we cannot ask permission of the publisher and are just repring it as is, because we liked it—we hope you all
will too:
"My grandson wanted a kite. Of
Ofcourse I was appalled at the prices of
kites and I told him to be creative, and
to make his own just as his father and
grandfathers had done.
My grandson is an agreeable boy, so
he said he would be satisfied if I would
show him how to make a kite. As we
prepared for the project, I told him
how, in the thirties, we had to use
newspaper and paste made from flour
and water.
For my grandson I wanted nothing
but the best, so we stopped in town
and got a bottle of Elmer's Glue-All
and some fancy tissue paper. During
construction, I applied the white glue
too generously, and remarked that a
really creative person should invent an
applicator which would roll the paste
smoothly over the paper.
Well, the kite was pretty successful
and yesterday the boy took it home
with him to California. This morning
in the bathroom I was impressed with
his creativity. He had taken an empty
bottle of roll-on deodorant, for sure, I
suppose, and had loaded it with Elmer's
glue.
.The next time he changes the contents of a bottle, I hope he remembers
to change the label. Meanwhile, I'm
stuck.

Leisure World News reported that the
52-62 Club of Seal Beach had a
musicale at which Rose Bishop '39 was
the featured pianist. . . Our condolences to Walter Taylor '39 on the
death of his wife, Ruth Ann "Bunny"
(Thomas '43) after a year of illness
following an operation for a malignant
brain tumor.

'40
In Memoriam
The death of the Reverend George E.
Jenkins '40 on January 7 saddened
many people at Whittier. Never married, he was devoted to his pastorate,
even taking his vacations where he
could replace another minister who
was away. When pastor of the East
Whittier Friends Church from 19481950, he was the family minister of
the Nixon family, and conducted the
funeral services for the former President's father and mother. At the time
of his death, he was pastor of the Alhambra Friends Community Church.
Writing in "The California Friends"
some years ago, Mr. Jenkins stated
that if he had to live his life again, he
would most certainly still choose the
ministry. "I have never doubted that,"
he wrote. "One night, many years ago,
God convinced me that He wanted me
for this work . . . To help the light of
faith glow in the hearts of folks is, I
believe, the greatest work in the
world." Mr. Jenkins helped many see
that light, and they are grateful and
faithful. His work will live on in their
hearts.
Isabel (McCormac) Angelsen '40
writes that she spent an enjoyable four
weeks travelling in Switzerland last
summer.
Galen C. Brown '41 retired as a Captain in the USN in 1964, and retired
as an Accountant for U.C. San Diego
in 1976. He spent two months in
Europe in '77 and toured Northwest
Canada and Hawaii in '78. He is now
indulging in his hobby of gardening in
Point Loma, where he has a greenhouse. His son Jeff is managing a
restaurant in the Salmon River area of
Idaho.
Gordon Dooley '42 retired after 33
years of teaching, coachingand athletic
directing at Long Beach. He also retired as a Commander in the USN Air
Reserve. In celebration of his newfound freedom, he, his wife and their
youngest daughter took a bicycle tour
of England, France, Germany and
Switzerland this year.
Louie Mann '42 retired in January.
Now he and Jo (Barmore '43) hope
to have more time for sailing, cruising
and racing their Excalibur 26 sailboat.
. . Hadley E. Marshburn '42 is now
•
living in Santa Rosa having retired

from East Bay Municipal Utilities District in Oakland after 32 years as accountant Supervisor and Assistant
Controller. . . Rear Admiral Glenn 0.
Thompson '42 retired in July '78 as
Commander, 13th Coast Guard District in Seattle (the District includes
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Monana) and is now acting as U. S. Secretary of Transportation Representative
for Region X, which adds Alaska to
the other four States. He and his wife
Jean (Hamilton '50) now live on 40
forested acres in Grass Valley with
their four daughters, Kris, Kelley,
Kerry and Tracey. . . Virginia (Strong)
Wiley '42 runs a ranch in Surra Valley
(Calif.), raises cattle, alfalfa, grain and
three sons. She also teaches at Schurr
High in Montebello and is Secretary of
the Montebello Teachers Association,
the Southeastern Section, CTA, and
on the CTA State Council. We were
sorry to hear from her of the death
of Roger Van B. BeIlen '42 " a wellloved person."
Robert Harper '46 was soloist for the
Calley Oratorio Society's performance
of Handel's Messiah this Christmas. A
member of the Louis Ronfeldt Chorale
of Claremont and bass soloist for the
First Christian Church, Pomona, Bob
has performed for five seasons with
the San Diego Civic Light Opera Association and the West End Opera
Association.
Howard L. Cogswell '48 writes that he
has "begun" retirement—to 2/3 time
status at CSU, Hayward, to "have
time to work on two books on Land
Birds of Calif. for U.C. Press."
Watt G. Hill 149 is in his sixth year
of teaching history at Air Academy
High School in Colorado and says,
"Retirement from the Air Force was
eased by the transition to teaching of
the younger generation. If current students are a valid measurement, take
heart—there is hope for the future!".
Barbara (Male) McCroskey '49 and
husband have moved from Soquel, CA
to Aurora, Oregon where they will
live on a farm. Barbara says, "I'll run
the farm—my husband will have an
electrical business in Salem."

opment company founded by her late
husband. All of us at Whittier offer her
our sympathies in her loss. - . . Gloria
Ann (Elias) Law '50 has been teaching in Montebello Unified School District since graduation. She now teaches
5th grade at Suau Intermediate. Her
daughter, Glenda is at Warner Pacific
College in Portland and her husband
teaches in Downey. . . Larry A.
Snyder '50 and his wife, Zilpha
(Keatley '48) still live in Santa Rosa.
Larry is a professor of music at
Sonoma State University and recently
accepted an appointment as Chairman
of the Division of Humanities for three
years, which will not interfere with a
previous commitment to lead another
study tour for UC Berkeley to the
USSR, including Moscow and the
Caucasus. Zilpha is working on her
17th book, her last, The Famous
Stanley Kidnapping Case, was published by Atheneum in October. She
is in great demand as a speaker, most
recently in Seattle and Tacoma.
George Mendenhall '51 writes that he
has lived in San Francisco for 27 years
and that he "fondly remembers Whittier as . • . very beautiful with warm
and understanding teachers. I worked
for my meals at old Campus Inn and
am proud that the Mendenhall name is
still on the campus. My Quaker background is something I am very proud
of..."
Blanche (Baker) Colton "52 and her
husband have moved from Yucca Valley to Redlands and will live in Orange
Mobile Home Estates. . . Harry W.
Nerhood '52 Emeritus Professer of
History at Whittier, has just completed
a three-year appointment to the Book
Award Committee of the Pacific
Coast Branch of the American Historical Association. - . Steve Smith '52
is the principal of Lincoln Elementary
School in Long Beach, where there are
900 students and all the specially
funded programs that exist (he says!),
and multiplying numbers of non-English speaking students. He and his wife
have three children, the last of whom
is now in kindergarten.
A. Joy Huss '53 who is Associate Professor of Occupational Therapy at the
U. of Minnesota has been named to
"Who's Who of American Women, the
World's Who's Who of Women and The

American Registry Service."
Dorothy (Markham) AIIm '55 and her

'50
Barbara (Thomas) Bray '50 is living in
Rancho Santa Fe and runs the develOA.2

husband have moved to Onalaska from
La Mesa, where he was pastor of the
United Presbyterian Church. "The

lovely green of the Pacific Northwest
is a welcome (though wet) contrast!"
Dorothy did substitute teaching in the
S.D. City Schools, Balboa Park Program in La Mesa, working with 5th
graders. In her new area there is a small
town 5-year high school with 250 pupils and a grade school with 300 stuents, so, as she says, there are new
challanges to be met. The Allins have
two children, Dan, an 8th grader, and
Beth (18) who lives in Goldendale
Wash. . . Karin (Nordstrom) Conly
'55 gives a sigh of relief at having left
the classroom (2nd & 3rd grade, that
is) to become a technical editor at
FMC in San Jose. The work involves
written material for the Ordnance Division. . . Lorna (Curtiss '58) and Tom
Reeder '55 travelled from their home
in Atlanta to Athens. Georgia December 3, 1979 to be "the only two Whittier College Fans in the U. of Georgia's
packed stadium "—unfortunately the
Georgia Bulldogs established a new
floor scoring record in defeating Whittier that evening.Tom's business of
managing foreign investments in United State's Real Estate "continues to
thrive" and Lorna splits her time between being the Assistant Department
Manager of the Women's Sports Wear
Section of Davison's Dept. Store and
running a large and active household."
Dr. William D. Hall '56 was recently
guest conductor at an afternoon Pops
Concert with the Rio Hondo Community Symphony. The concert was a
tribute to Arthur Fiedler, and the William Hall Chorale participated. Bill is
curently a professor of music at Chapman College. . . Donna Lou (Nelson)
Van Buren '56 reports that her husband is back in school working on his
PhD in international development in
the Rural Sociology Department at
Ohio State. Donna Lou continues to
work as secretary at the mental health
center (in Delaware), with plans for
ordination next June. Their children,
Mark (14), Lisa (13), Randy (10), and
Gene (8), are all into soccer, music and
school activities. As Ohio Division Legislative Co-Chairman for Ohio she attended the 1979 UN seminar in NY in
November and the NOW Conference
on "The Future of the Family.".
Geraldine (Palmer) Wolfe '56 has been
appointed to a consultant position for
the Open Court Publishing Company.
For the past nine years Geraldine has
been a teacher and development speialist for the ABC Unified School District in Cerritos.

North Hollywood Chamber of Commerce, which he has served as an officer or Board Member since 1968. He
is a Sales Account Executive for Diamond International Corp. in the
Graphic Arts Division, and is also Assistant Manager of Weddington Investment Co. He is the author of a
recent book on the Mexican revolution.
He and his wife, Diane, have one son,
Jonathan Davis. . . Loretta (Mattson)
Palaferri '59 is owner/partner of The
Dry Goods Mercantile Co.—Early
American antiquities, collectibles and
other happy things—located in Indio.

Homan Moore '57 is president and
co-owner of Clarklift of Los Angeles,
which sold more lift trucks than any
dealer in the country last year. In an
article in the winter issue of Clark Magazine he gave his explanation of the
success of the Company. "Being a
salesman," he is quoted as saying, "is
like being a professional athlete. It's
competetitive. As salesmen, we compete against other people, but we
also compete with ourselves—to make
ourselvesbetter with every sales call
we make."
Once a Clark lift truck salesman,
one of hundreds across the U.S. and
Canada, Homan worked his way up
until after three years he became western regional branch manager and had
made up his mind to become president of the Company. But, at a time
when he was in the hospital for openheart surgery, the Company sold its
branches to independent dealers. Within two weeks of his operation he had
secured personal and Clark loans to enable him to purchase the dealership.
In 1978 his operation registered
$33.5 million in sales and owned three
locations on nearly ten acres of land.
It is Homan's belief that close contact
with the parent Company, together
with superior post-sales service is responsible for his phenomenal success.
Homan and his wife Donna
(Bruington '57) live in Brea with their
three children.

Catherine (Cheek) Landis '57 and husband Jack live in Santa Rosa where she
says she "alternates substituting
(teaching) with homemaking, and Jack
is superintendent of Santa Rosa City
Schools."
Thomas "Guy" Weddington McCreary
'59 has been elected president of the
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'60
Anne (Williams) Klentz '60 is now Assistant Principal of Los Alamitos High
School in Anaheim.
Patricia Ann Angel '62 has resumed
her maiden name. She has three children, Sean Maguire (14), Brendan
Maguire (12), and Erin Maguire (10).
She is currently an Investigator in the
Family Support Division of the San
Diego District Attorney's Office.

(Thank you for your good wishes for
1980, which we heartily reciprocate
Ed.) . . . William Lofstrom '62 has returned from his 2 1/2 year assignment
in the US Embassy in Lima, Peru, and
is now living in Vienna, VA, where he
is employed in the Bureau of Intelligence and Research for the State
Dept. In October he lectured at Smith
College on "Democratization in Latin
America" and "Aspects of the Peruvian Revolution."
Jessie (Glasgow '61) and Edwin
Richards '58 are living in Ridgewood,
NH, where she is teaching fourth grade.
JoAnn Smithpeter '58 has just
had her book of inspirational poems
and songs, Blessings to Share. published. It was illustrated by her daughter, Michelle, aged 12. (Thank you for

the copy you sent, it was much appreciated. Ed.)
Janet (Doughman) Aney '63 has three
children, Pam (14), Doug (10), and
Nadine (3). Janet paints in oil, sews
and tries to sell Blair products. She
would love to hear from any Whittierites—write to her at 4095 Seton Road,
Irvine, CA 92775. . . Linda (Soeberg)
Bergquist '63 has returned to the
States after living in Paris for the past
three years. Husband Joel is in the
Forecasting Division of IBM World
Trade, EMEA (Europe, Middle East
and Africa) and is now stationed in

White Plains, NY. They have two children, Jill (11) and Scott (7).
Blair and Toni (Leslie '66) Baker '64
have three children, Christopher (12),
Leslie Ann (10) and Jonathan (8).
Blair is Analytical Manager for Riker
Pharmaceuticals, a subsidiary of 3M
and a member of the 3M Male Chorus.
Toni is a Community Organizer for
the Community Council which represents their 9,000 "neighbors."
Carol (Hastert) Cannon '64
writes to us from Australia that she
and her husband are moving back to
Sydney with their two sons Peter (11)
and Danny (8), after six months in the
state of South Australia. She says, "it
was a fascinating experience for us all,
but we do look forward to settling
at last." . . . Kathleen (Kingsbury)
Dobrzycki '64 and her family have recently returned to Anaheim after living overseas for nine years. They
taught with the Dept. of Defense
schools in Japan, Korea, and Germany.
Kathleen tells us she enjoys keeping
up with her former friends through
reading THE ROCK. (Thank you, for
your nice comments. Ed.)
Robert W. Bruesch '65 has lost none
of his enthusiasm for work! He is now
vice president of the newly incorporated Boy's Club of Rosemead (established after four years' hard work);
vice president of the San Gabriel
Optimist Club; a member of the board
of the American Youth Soccer Organization, Region 182C (spending much
time coaching the sport) & still director of the Fern School Environmental
Education Program whose K. I. D.
P.O.W.E.R. Project won the State
Environmental Education Merit Award
for the 3rd time in four years. Materials from that program are currently
being used in schools throughout S.
California. Bob's son, Tony, entered
high school this year and Bob says his
free time (What free time, Bob?) is
being spent in photography and travel, this year he won his first photo
contest and went to
Florida and
Maine. . . Frank T. Carroll '65 now
has a private practice in psychology
in Newport Beach as well as Whittier.
Gerald L. Benton '66 became Director
of State and Federal Projects for the
Tulare Joint Union H.S. District in
June 1979. . . James R. Goodwin '66
invites all Orthogonians, fellow attorneys, and friends to bring their racquetball gear and call him for a game, whenever they happen to visit San Diego.
Bettye (Compton) Hayes '66 has

moved from Whittier to San Clemente
and is supervising the reading labs for
the elementary schools in Laguna
Niguel for the Capistrano Unified
School District. . . Diane (McCarty)
Laedlein '66 writes: "I have completed a year as editor of a woman's
club magazine and have moved to
Montgomery, Alaska, where my husband is attending Air Force schooling
—we are also expecting a new addition
to our family (more later)."
Paul "Fred" Edinger '67 is Assistant
Dean of Students and instructor of
geology at Coker College, SC. He received his MA in education in the field
of guidance and counseling from the
University of North Carolina, Greensboro and is currently working on his
Ph. D. at the University of South
Carolina. His bride, Nancy, graduated
from Guilford College, Greensboro,
and received her M. Ed. from the U. of
North Carolina. She is a 2nd grade
teacher at Guilford Primary School.
- Constance (Weed) Fujise '67 was
lost but is found, thanks to William B.
Temple '27 who let us know she is
living in Holland with her five daughters, including aset of twins. . . Robert
Parke '67 is presently stationed at
Pease AFB in New Hampshire, acting
in a dual capacity as Flight Surgeon
and Family Practioner.
James Norvall '68 is now Business
Manager of International Marketing
for Intel, a leading manufacturer of
electronic components. He, his wife
and two sons live in Boulder Creek.
Bill Wardlaw '68 is a partner with
the LA firm of O'Melveny and Meyers.
Currently on leave of absence as statewide campaign manager for U.S. Senator Alan Cranston's re-election. Bev is
teaching English at the Harvard School
in N. Hollywood.
Edward D. Dawson '69 was promoted
to Vice President, Head of the Personal
Trust Division of the California First
Bank in San Diego. . . Judi (Ody)
Petersen '69 is a project director at
Bell Gardens Elementary School. She
and her husband have a 17-month old
daughter.

70
Dean Alger '70 is now teaching Political Science at the University of Redlands. . . Caren (Wissmann) Croxen '70
earned her doctorate in holistic psychotherapy. She is in private practice in
Huntington Beach and gives "Self
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Love" seminars in cities throughout
the State. She is also director and coordinator of the Huntington Beach
Creative Health Center. . . David
Edinger '70 is now working for the
American Friends Service Committee
in its regional office in Pasadena. His
responsibility is coordinating program
work on Disarmament and Peace Conversion. For the past two and 1/2 years
he has worked as a substitute teacher
at the high school level in the Montebello Unified School District
Stephen C. Reed '70 moved from San
Diego to Chico in 1978, to join a 3man law firm in which he has been
primarily involved in civil litigation.
"Chico," he wrote, "is in a beautiful
rural area 98 miles north of Sacramento. It was founded by General
John Bidwell." In November 1978,
Steve married Kathy Brown, a cosmetologist, and acquired an 8-year
old stepson. They ride their bikes in
Bidwell Park, the second largest municipal park in the nation. Steve presently serves as Temporary Judge of the
Municipal Court, County of Butte,
Chico Judicial District. . - Kathy
(Barney) Willott '70 lives in Boulder
Creek. She and her husband have built
a house in the Santa Cruz mountains.
Franklin R. Fulkerson '71 tells us he
has graduated from EST training
which he finds very useful. He says he
wishes he had taken it earlier in his life.
Cheryl (Stoltz) Petersen '71 uses
her maiden name for her professional
performances, which are in great demand. In October she made her debut
at the Conservatory in Copenhagen,
and was a big success.(Thank you for
your comments on our publication,
Cheryl, we sure appreciate hearing you
enjoy reading about the College and
your friends. Ed.) . . . Arturo C.
Porzecanski '71, an advisor to the
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company of
New York of Latin American economic and political affairs, was promoted in November 1979 to Associate
Economist.
Steve McCollum '72 has moved from
Anaheim to Newbury Park, where he
is Office Manager of the Westlake village Office of Leighton and Associates.

President Carter's nomination of
Louis R. Moret '72 as director of the
Office of Minority Economic Impact
in the Department of Energy was duly
confirmed by the U.S. Senate. His appointment was strongly endorsed by

Senator Alan Cranston.
While he was deputy director of the
Office of Minority Business Enterprise
(OMBE) Louis' responsibility included the developing and implementing

of all the organization's efforts in marketing, capital and government resource
development and management and
technical assistance.
He succeeded in establishing nationwide contact with corporate, government and local community leaders
to develop and strengthen their support of minority business development.
Born and raised in East Los Angeles,
Louis received his MA in public administration from USC and served as
administrative assistant to Assemblyman Richard Alatorre. He founded
and was executive board member and
manager of the LA Economic Development Association.
In his new job, Louis will confront
problems in minority communities and
help reduce the negative impact of
energy policies on the poor and disadvantaged. He is the second Hispanic
to receive a government position in
the Carter administration recently.

David H. Nienas '72 has been named
by the School of Theology at Claremont as the new deferred gift officer.
David's responsibilities will be to help
establish a comprehensive deferred
gifts program at the School, develop
a volunteer committee, work with
attorneys, and create promotional
materials. The appt. is financed by
a grant from the Lilly Endowment
as a part of a program of assistance
to 15 seminaries to help improve
their fund-raising programs.

Kristine E. Dillon '73 completed her
Ph. D. in Higher Education at Claremont Graduate School in January.
She recently published two articles in
academic journals and is looking forward to the publication of the book
which will culminate her work at USC
as Asst. Director, Ethical and Economic Issues research project.
H. Edward Hall '73 has joined The
Love Companies as an associate in the
Marketing Division in St. Louis, MO.
Emily (Waldo '73) and Phillip
Stoll '72 have moved to Roswell, NM
where Phil is practicing general dentistry and is also providing dental
care for the new Federal Job Corps
Center which was just established in
Roswell. Emily writes "So far we love
Roswell and our new state of New
Mexico. We're glad to be out of the
snow of the East (Phil graduated from
Northwestern U. Dental School in
June, 1979) and back to the warm and
friendly atmosphere of the West.
Phil is taking flying lessons while we're
waiting for the arrival of our first child
next Spring."
John Dye '74 writes that he graduated
last year from the National College of
Naturopathic Medicine and is now
practicing preventive medicine and
homebirth obstetrics and running a
general practice in Portland, OR, and
is also teaching prepared childbirth
classes and doing a residency program
at the Portland Naturopathic Clinic.
Karen Wright Cole '74 is living in Dallas and working for Continental Telephone of Texas as Employee Relations
Manager. "Look me up if you happen to be passing through," she says.
Rick and Becky (Tanner '75)
Deihl '74 live in Hacienda Heights.
Rick works as General Counsel for
John D. Lusk and Son and Becky
teaches 1St grade at Los Serranos.
Darlene "Dolly" Harris '74 is currently teaching and counseling at the
junior HS level for LA City Schools.
In 1978 she attended an educational
conference in West Berlin as the
guest of their government, after which
she spent two weeks touring the Bavarian section on her own. . . Patrick
and Pam Dyer '74 live in Ontario. He
is teaching in the Whittier City School
District.
Suzi Holler '75 has accepted a position
as Instructor/ Reference Librarian at
Winthrop College in Rock Hill, South
Carolina. . . Bruce and Jana (Holcomb
'75) Kidd '75 have bought a new home
in San Dimas where Bruce is employed
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by Metalclad Insulation Corp. and
Jana is in pharmaceutical sales. - Jennifer (Fernandez) McKinney '75
has just completed her MS in psychology at the University of La Verne.
Husband Danny, is a musician who
has toured from Las Vegas to Kansas
City. They live in Lancaster, where she
is Director of Student Activities at
Antelope Valley College and has completed her 4th season as women's varsity volleyball coach.
Laurel-Rose (von Hoffman) Curzi '76
married an internist she met at Vanderbilt where she is finishing her final
year of medical school. She plans to
specialize in internal medicine when
she receives her MD. Eventually she
and Mario will return to Northern
California to open a practice together.
- Monica Hehlen '76 sends us news
of several classmates. She herself taught
8th grade for a semester and says she
is "gratefully" back in elementary
school, teaching 5th grade in the Los
Nietos School District. She has moved
to a new apartment with Lori Schwartz
'76 who has returned to California
after studying art history at the U. of
Chicago for two years. Lori's sister
Lisa '76 received her MA at the U. of
Virginia and is now teaching in Maryland. Monica visited her on her sixweeks east coast vacation this summer.
Sue Garrettson '76 is traveling in Europe for 8 months. (Thanks for all that
good news, Monica. Ed.). . . Michael
J. McClellan '76 has accepted the position as city manager for the city of
Beaumont, CA. Prior to his appointment he was assistant city administrator and acting community development director for South El Monte.
Ensign Corinne M. McConkle '76
earned her MS from Cal State, Fullerton, and graduated from officer training school last July. She is now serving
aboard the destroyer tender USS Dixie.
as the "E" Division Officer in the Engineering Department, one of the first
three women in the US Navy to serve
in a non-nursing capacity. The ship
will be stationed off Diego Garcia, an
island in the Indian Ocean, where its
crew will service the 20 ships of the
Midway and Kitty Hawk carrier task
forces.
William J. Catley '77 is attending Warner Pacific College in Portland and pursuing an MA in religion. He is employed at Georgia Pacific... January 1980
marked a new beginning for David
Gonsalves '77— he started his own development company specializing in the

building of custom homes in the Sacramento area. He and wife Josephine
live in Carmichael... James M.
Herkelrath '77 has been assigned by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration to the ship Miller
Freeman, a hydrographic survey vessel
working out of Seattle, WA. . . Gail
Hirata '77 was one of the guests at the
Kiku Restaurant in Los Angeles. She
was honored as being the firstJapanese
American to receive an LPGA playing
card. Gail started playing the game
when whe was 9, played her first tournament at 10 and was on the College
team for three years earning the titles
of team captain, sportsman award and
most valuable player. On her LPGA
tour she must win at least $2,400 to
keep her card, a reachable goal since
she has already earned $1,700 and has
half a year to go. It isn't exactly profitable in spite of these high figures,
since it costs her $500 a week to stay
on the tour! . . . Thomas N. Romeyn
MA '77, has been promoted to the
rank of Captain in the USAF. He is a
missile combat crew commander with
a unit of the Strategic Air Command
at Malstrom AFB.
Att: Whittier College Alumni
1977 Acropolis Annuals will be on
sale for the low price of $12.50 until
Thursday, March 27. The annuals will
be on sale in the ASWC Office, (located within the Student Union
Lounge), on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
from 11:30 to 2:30p.m.
Mark and Sue (Nellis '77) Gorton '78
now live in Sacramento where Mark is
a 2nd year law student at McGeorge,
and assistant editor of the Owens
Project, a civil procedure manual for
lawyers to be published soon. Sue
works part-time as a legal assistant in
a law office downtown and attends
Sacramento State part-time as a journalism student. . . Congratulations
to Kim (Pack) Kulak '78 and her husband, John on the birth of their triplets. John is the owner of California
Ford Parts in Brea.
The wedding of Charisse Blechen '79
to Sam Prieto, Jr. '79 involved a number of their classmates. Among the attendants were Patti Holly, currently
a junior; Marlene Quezada, a senior;
and Susan Alderidge '76. The ushers
were Mark Deven '79, Chris Terrazas
'79 and Ken Szamocki. . . Kathleen M.
Luciano '79 is now attending dental
school at the U. of the Pacific.

Michael J. Murphy '79 is presently attending Stanford Law School.
Marine 2nd Lt. Robert L. Smith '79
has now been graduated from the
Basic School in Quantico, VA. . Greg Terlecky '79 happily pursues two
careers. Graduating with a degree in
Business Administration, he became a
pitcher for the St. Louis Cardinals, he
also played one season with the Chicago White Sox, a winter season in the
Florida Instructional League and one
in Puerto Rico while honeymooning
with Donna (Snyder '78). However,
he wanted to use what he'd learned in
college and decided on a real estate
career. After getting his license he joined the Red Carpet firm of Walt Akin
and Damon Petta. Donna works as a
licensed medical technician at the City
of Hope, and with all of this, Greg still
finds time to help local youth groups
improve their baseball skills. The
Terleckys live in West Covina.

WCSL Alumni
Margaret Anaya Tan '78
Bruce A. Sackett '74, under the guidance of a special program at a UCLA
medical clinic, lost 75 lbs. in three
months of misery. Instead of a hardy
and scintillating meal, that deserves
a hardy and sincere Mazeltov!
Grace Chu '78 will be traveling along
the Oriental Trail soon when she visits
Hong Kong and maybe Canton on both
business and pleasure. . . Janet
Freeman '78 beat Gracie there though.
She saw the sights of the Yangtze
River and Great Wall of China during
one of her last excursions.. . Roxanna
J. Galbreath '78 is working as legislative aide to Senator Alan Sieroty (Los
Angeles). She's still with us in the Los
Angeles office. - . Michael Gottlieb
'78 opened up his own practice.
- Sandy Gottleib '78 is with ABC
Television Network. . . . Howard Katz
'78 is a proud new father. Congratulations! He's stil working long hours
on Los Angeles City Councilman Zev
Yaroslavshy 's staff. . .
Candace
Mayeron '78, our relentless backgammon champion, added the 1979 1st
place trophy from the Calif. State Bar
Backgammon Tournament to her credits. She also joined Merle Sandier's
Marina law firm as general practioner.
Rebecca Omens '78 accepted a
position with the Pasadena City
Prosecutors office. She got quite a
write-up in the local Pasadena paper. A
celebrity huh? . . . Glenn Stern '78
and Jim Watkins '78 have entered into
a partnership. They have offices in
West Covina and Beverly Hills.
OA.6

Births
To Ruth and Gerald L. Banton '66 a
son, Allan Gerald, October 3, 1979. A
brother for Amy Ruth.
To Laura (Vincent) Burson '79 and
her husband John, a daughter and first
child Andrea Marie, August 1, 1979.
To Dena (Turpen) Deck '71 and her
husband, a son Erik J. G., a brother
for Kirsten Lilli, September 23, 1979.
To Kathy (Morgan) Jarus '73 and her
husband, a son and first child, Ryan
Paul, October 28, 1979.
To Kim (Pack) Kulak '78 and her
husband, John, triplets! Allyson Marie,
Benjamin John, and Melissa Margaret,
born October 7, 1979.
To Eugene M. Mendoza '75 and his
wife, a sister for Jordon Cecil. Cecilia
Margarita, September, 1979.
To Janet (Reed '67) and Michael
Milbank '66 a daughter, born October
25, 1978.

To Albert P. Mitchell Jr., '65 and his
wife, a son, Albert P. Mitchell III, November 16, 1979.
To Elizabeth and Robert Monshaw '63,
a daughter and first child Maria
Elisabeth, April 26, 1978.
To James Norval '68 and his wife, a
son, Dominick Francisco, July 25,
1979,a brother for Randall James.
To Judi (Ody) Petersen '69 and her
husband Walter, a daughter, Amy
Lynn, born 1978.
To Erik T. Popp '65 and his wife, a
third son, Joshua Brandon, March 7,
1979.

To Helen (McKenna '71) and Jack
Rahder, a son, Jonathan Burton,
September 7, 1978.
To Carrie (Timpson '69) and Steve
Valderrama '69, a son, Andrew Brady,
June 5, 1979, a brother for Timothy
Matthew.
To Flora (Wong '67) and Robert
Watson '67, a daughter, Crystal Lee,
December 11, 1978.

Marriages
Marguerite (Wingent) St. Clair '20 to
Clifford H. Radloff. A second marriage
greeted by friends with a cake reading
"Life Begins at Eighty."
Nancy Elaine Allen to Paul Frederick
Edinger '67, December 22, 1979.
Gloria A. Bobb '71 to Max David Kern,
October 6, 1979.
Diane McGarry to Steven C. Edmonds
'74, March 17, 1979.
Pam Dyer '74 to Patrick Long '74, 1978.
Nancy Jane Erb '75 to James Glenn

Pearson '73, June 9, 1979.
Jennifer Fernandez '75 to Danny
McKinney, August 1978.
Deborah Sue Daust '76 to Corydon
Jay Andersen '76, October 1979.
Christina Durazzo '76 to Robert
Gardner, August, 1979.
Laurel-Rose von Hoffman '76 to Mario
Curzi, September 1, 1979.
Areina Gay Schmidt to William James
Catley '77, October 13, 1979.
Charisse Blechen '79 to Samuel Prieto,
Jr. '79, January 26, 1980.

In Memoriam
'20 Rachel (Andrews) Clawson,
March, 13, 1979
'24 Virginia (Hastings) Hayden
'26 Inez (Taylor) Lutes, October 14,
1979
'28 Helen (Smith) Kenney, December 11, 1979
'34 Helen Adaline (Sears) Larson,
October 29, 1979
'37 Thelma (Bagwell) Connim, November 6, 1979

Do You Know Where They Are?
We have no addresses for the following alumni in our
files. If any of their classmates can let us know how
to contact them we will be most grateful. We listed
missing alumni from the 1950's onward in the last
issue and will repeat their names in the next.

1909

1925

Mary (Johnson) Drake

Ruth Kinnamon
Majorie (Kipp) Kline

Joanna Parker Nixon

1919

1927

Bethel (Jackson) Morris
Claudine W. Swycaffer
Paul Woollomes

Myrtle Alford
Maurine Gilbert
Elsi Louise Lund
Jimmy Means, Jr.
Leah Mary Stratton
Quentin Turner
James R. Ward

John A. Baker
Jessica (Kirkpatrick) Sherwood

1917

1920
Helen (Gregg) Goodell
Florence Nichols
Elberta F. Richards
Arthur Owen Rinden
Lillianetta (Chase) Sheuefield
Gertrude Squires
Olive Winans
Olive Gladys Van Winkle
Charles Woodard

1921
Blanche Alice Anderson
Lenore Hootman
Gwendolyn Viola (Pelton)
Lamiman
Wilma Helen (Ackley) Pounds
Dorothy (Barnhart) Searles
Mable Lucile (Dye) Templeton
Fayetta (Helmer) Thompson
Clyde Tout
Roy Sanders Woodard

1922
Arthur S. Chantry
Keil J. Scharf

1923
Evelyn Laverne Green
Maude Estelle (Morris) Lester
Alice G. (Trickett) Stebbins

Eugenia B. (Taylor) Gehrke
Benjamin Hockman
Ruth Holding
Donald Leo Kridler
Wayne Harold Kurtz
Helen (Baldwin) Nida
George Edward Stepp
Stanley Vial

Russell Axworthy
Edward W. Barton, Jr.
Robert T. Bau
Verne Earl Banbow
Louise Durfee
Royse Engle
Mildred (Ranier) Gale
Florence Fowler Hamilton
Ronald Hart
Mildred (Phillips) Hemauer
Leonard H. Johnson
Helen Lampe
Wilma Minerman
Elizabeth (Marker) Porter
Josephine Harriet Siemon
Nathan Suplin
John Bruce Taylor
Ralph Edson White
Marian Louise Wilson
Helen Zilly

1926
John Dickens Gibbs, Jr.
George E. Melrose
Bruce Mendenhall
Millard Moore
Roland Starbuck Sanders
Catherine Tapper
Leslie Taylor

1916

1930

1931

1911
Thurlo W. Harvey

'39 Elizabeth (Clark) Luhnow
'42 Roger Van Bellen, May 2, 1979
'43 Ruth Ann "Bunny" (Thomas)
Taylor, October 14, 1979
'44 Vince G. Panicacci
'49 Harry H. Nuffer
'51 William A. Bray, November 28,
1979
'53 Gordon D. Crowell, November
15, 1979
'70 Ruth (Griswold) Baker, November 20, 1979

1932

1928
Dalton De Shazer
Donald Dusch
Lucretia Margaret (Smith) Gurley
Olthenia June "011ie" Kelley
Marion Beatrice Masten
Thomas L. McCullock
Joe Harmon Scudamor

1929
Clifford Adams
John Percival Alcott
Martha lone Barnett
Bergman Crawford
E. Allen Freer
Vivienne E. Howard
Grace (Axtell) Jaussand
Bessie Leach
Lucy Mansfield
Ruth C. Roberts
Edward S. Ryan
Florence (Winget) Schmadel
Virginia Louis Stevenson
Ava Sullivan
Murray Tweedy
Willard Weaver
Fay Elizabeth (Eckard) Winn
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Abner R. Cook
Charles Hudson B. Cox
Muriel Drake
Harold Joseph Goodnough
Florence F. Hamilton
Edith D. (Morris) Jacobson
Hazelle Johnson
Harry King
Alice Leinau
Maureen E. (Singleton) Livingston
Anthony Malinsky
Jack Henry McDonald
Ellwood W. Munger
Gaylon E. Myshrall
Emma A. Reynolds
John Rucker
Martha C. (Jones) Smith
R. Allen Watkins
Mary Ha Icy Wells
Maxine B. (Harris) Wilson
Gordon A. Woods

1933
Eda Cornelia (Unck) Blake
Phyllis Edleweis Evans
Claude Albert Groom
Robert Ross Grunsky

Charles Wesley Jones
George Max Kendall
Margaret Parsons
Fern Studebaker

1934
Aurora Berg
Kenneth James Clarke
Virginia P. (Wyman) Cross
Beatrice (Horton) Friedenbirg
Frank William Graves
Margaret Rowland Hill
P. D. McArthur
Megumi Matthew Miyazaki
Henrietta Moses
Gene Nicholson
Dale Arthur Norris
Henry Talmadge Phelps
Helen Harris Rayner
Vernon Richardson
Lola June Roberts
Mary Lee (Lewis) Saylor
Josephine (Belding) Shelton
Rita Roberta Smith
Mary Frances (Bean) Stewart
Ray G. Taylor
Aibertina Teresa Vejar
Willard Youngdahl
Julia (Murray) Zimmerman

1935
Maynard Beard
Carolyn Faith (Petty) Bishop
Margaret Ruth (Binford) Bonner
Charles Bradshaw
Armour J. Huntsman
Janet (Burchard) Johnson
Robert S. Johnson
Leona Clara Kennedy
DeLora F. (Byers) Kincaid
Kenneth Marvin Kirchner
Robert Wan Tsu Lee
Audrey (Hollister) Richardson
John Hammond Richardson
Betty (Haas) Snelson
George E. Wagley
Robert Watson
El Doris Wood

1936
Thurlo M. Ashton
John J. August
John F. Baker
Mildred Frances (Oldson) Clough
John Prescott Cogswell
Eugenia (Crumrine) Cross
Elizabeth (Cox) Fitch
Lois Merle (Thomas) Foote
Gertrude Elizabeth Foster
Oily Gebhard (Goetz) Gumprecht

George Laform
Beryl (Berry) Lueck
Ruth Rasin
Walter Robinson
Florence Tower
Wanda Edna Wakefield
Anna Louise Walther
Virginia Nell Ward

1937
Margaret (Douglas) Blalock
Marjery Alice (Bell) Carlson
Mildred Jean (Douglas) Chaffer
Ruth Marie Culp
Phillip Henderson
Bennie L. Jones
Frank McCurdy
Jean Crawford McLellan
Robert Field Olson
Jean (Hopkins) Orcutt
Jeanne (Blair) Purpus
Prince Earl Rusk
Lincoln A. Service
Barbara L. (Gehl) Simmons
Barbara (Ploger) Squires
George Turner Thomas
Doris Tuttle
Marjorie (Sweet) Whiffen
Ethel Lenna B. Wyatt
Sarah (Handey) Yancey

1938
Rachel Ell (Juddleston) Adkisson
Alice (Oliver) Barrett
Bernardine Bristol
Alice Owen (Henry) Butler
Clara Beck (Collins) Campbell
Cyrus B. Heindrich
Frances Loula (Redner) Herrell
Harold L. Hughes
Elizabeth Jane (Hall) Jones
Ruth Esther Jones
Rose Elva (Beach) Law
Lucy Mackenzie
Gonsalo Reyes
Margaret Louise (Coates) Richards
Margaret (Ostermeyer) Taylor
Mary E. (Nordstrom) Thompson
Hubert S. White, Jr.

1939
Mary Jean (Kennedy) Aerni
Ruth Margaret (Olson) Atnip
Fred Mitchell Boerner
Neva Isabel] (Johnson) Bournier
Gerald Brown
Edna (Miller) Chambers
Louise (Ong) Clark
Jane Elizabeth Dodsworth
Dorothy May Foster
Frederick E. Francis
Marian Hazel (Shammo) Fredburg
Margaret Virginia Gilman
Helen Marie (Bennett) Harvey
Margaret Jean Kerr
Barbara (Hart) Larson
Jane (Alderson) McCorkle
Deward Millsap
Winifred Phyllis (Smith) Pilchard
William Van Schmitt
Frances Martha (Wile) Tibbett
Margaret Rose Turner

1940
Miriam L Carr
Roger Eugene Cheney
Willis K. Christopher
Jane (Atkinson) Craft
Jeanette Evans

Doris Elizabeth Land
Dorothy Jeanne Martien
Jack Russell Pfeiffer
George Arthur Ryan
Harry William Thornton
John Murray Wallin
Bertha M. (Schrack) Williamson
Judith (Woodruff) Wingert

Douglas Melvin Hudson
Marian (Kean) Perry
Mitchell Pries
Phyllis Reynolds
Redford Chandler Rollins
Elizabeth (Wethey) Shawe
Dean Reaume Wilson

1941
Elsie (Lindes) Ailes
Mary Elizabeth (Sherwood) Anders
Masayoski Bessho
Mary (Clark) Chavelle
Florence Frances (Anderson)
Crawford
Janet Lennon (Parsons) Darling
Joan (Bigler) Fermi
Ruth Elizabeth Haag
Richard B. Joyce
Elizabeth Pruyn (Wells) Kent
Simon Korach
Raymond P. Lee
William Lundin
June Evelyn Manes
Edna Jane (Meredith) Martinek
Ethelyn (Stuart) Meyers
Elizabeth Keese (Martin) Milburn
Genevieve May McCracken
Mary Geraldine (Bray) Moody
Tadawo Murakami
John Ellsworth Penery, Jr.
Frank L. Richardson
Nancy (Trual) Riedeman
Leebata (Guha-Thakurta) Rodman
Suzanne Esther (Williams) Saxton
Richard B. Youce

1942
Dana Nelson Bad ley
Muriel Fair (Cannon) Bandy
Shirley Audrey Beckman
Marilyn Clark
Beatrice May (Wiley) Coppock
Flora Inez (Rowe) Couch
John Lloyd Fallis
Betty Laurine (Taylor) Fleishman
Willis Bradley Givens
Audrey Lucille (Woberman) Jones
James Wedlord Martin
Lee Middleton
Daniel Arnold Neufeld
Joan Olmstead
Fred W. Ryan

1943
Jane G. (Blythe) Barton
Margaret (Craghill) Brown
Mary Ellen (King) Flint
L. B. Hinshaw
Mildred Louise (Sargent) Latimer
Lois Marie (Black) Palm
Cecil I. Quinn
Betty Jean (Stanley) Seyforth
Elson Edwin Staugaard
Marshall Urie
Virginia (May) Whittemore
Ernestine Conway Willfong
Mary Louise(Payne) Woolsey

1944
Beverly N. (Vanderberg) Bryant
Marian B. (Wall) Cowan
John E. Croul, Jr.
Edward Gilliean
Harvey L Hicks
Robert Louis Holleman
Carol Belle Hopkins
Ruth H. (Watson) Housek

1945
Lawerence Milton Boren
Frederick A. Chenny
Rex Dale Danneskiold
Joseph M. Edge
Roy L. Erickson
Max J. Harvey
Kenneth C. Hayes
Margaret K. (Carson) Jorgensen
Alva (Rylee) Keim
Dorothy Kiyoko (Fujita) Matsuoka
Geraldine M. (Thompson) Rankin
Julia Lee (Murray) Richmond
Bette J. (Porter) Simmons
Louise (Heaton) Smith
Laurel Vey (Hobbs) Steffy
Nadine A. (Kolbe) Weaver

1946
Dorothy Jane (Hill) Andrews
Margaret (DuBroy) Harris
Mildred Lucas
John D. McKinnon
Shirley Joan Pierce
Dorothea Isabel (Kidwell) Plastow
John Wren

1947
Alma Mable (Kepple) Ayars
Mary Elizabeth (Miller) Bates
La Van O'Clarence Beckwith
Kathleen E. (Cotulla) Bremer
Lawerence Earl Calkins
Alfred Carney
Kathlyn Marion Dawe
Hendrik De Boer
Patricia L. (Ramsay) Hodson
Richard Y. Hogsett
Mary Lee (Reynolds) Kriske
Dorothy (Herlow) Marler
Joe V. McClain
Marjorie Joy Miles
Catherine Olive Mills
Kenneth R. Mills
Rosemary Nevels
Glenn Francis Nolan
-Cressie Lee (Nelson) Parman
Eugene R. Rouze
Harry L. Sandidge
Mildred Sawyer
Helen Joan Senecal
Gordon Tyler Shephard
Marilyn (Morris) Silverthorne
Calvin Leon Stucker
Alleene (Tweedy) Upton
Neil Witham

1948
Mary (Kershner) Bassett
Wendell 0. Beard
Robert R. Bell
Ruth Elaine (Flanders) Criqul
Thomas M. Elder, Jr.
Mary Louise Falbisaner
Sara Joan (Brandon) Fall
Clotilde Rosolla Faraci
Margaret Virginia Faulkner
Majorie Lucille Fryatt
John Newton Garner
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Donald W. Hamaker
Chester Harris
Rhodanne Hawkins
Lucille Madge Lanz
Mark L. V. Letson
Phyllis Irene Lloyd
Donald McCaslin
Alice Irene (Carlson) Miller
Donald E. Miller
Barbara Louise (Main) Munson
Dwight D. Packard
William Hamilton Peckman
Robert J. Phillips
Janice Ruth Ridges
Jeanne F. (Pearce) Stroud
Christy Harold Turley
Ruth Elizabeth Wallace
Anne Howland Wright

1949
Tom Alderson
Gordon Edward Artley
Catherine E. (Thiele) Bach
Everett J. Baker, Jr.
Edith (Dyer) Beckman
Lois A. (Fletcher) Boone
Robert Sylvester Buchanan
Richard M. Bushman
Muriel Lorene Crow
Conneitta (McCulley) Eaby
Ruth (Brown) Eby
Lloyd W. Flaherty
Elinor R. (Spear) Frazer
Max L. Goff
Jacaueline (Hartwick) Gordon
Archie W. Green
Henry Carleton Hattel
Ruth Marie Helm
William John High
Martha Jane Hyatt
Lois Lucine Johnson
William A. Keim
Betty Ruth (Miller) Kimball
Phillip C. Kimball
Billy Ray Logan
Gerald L. McKay
David S. Mintz
Phyllis Leah (Holt) Morton
Mildred May (Byram) Nelson
John Gilmore Nichols
Marjorie (Knight) Norris
Robert E. Olsen
Donna Roma L. (Jennings) Rogers
Shirley E. (Schneewies) Rogers
John F. Smith
Fred J. Schneringer
Margaret I. (Hodson) Shannon
Helen Pearl (Ojalla) Smith
LeRoy Homer Snoddy
Doris E. (Hilton) Thomas
Chester Allen Warren
Harry Henderer Weatherly
Stuart H. Wright
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continued from page 10

Randolph, President Mills, and
Ben Davis (ASWS President),
thanked all the donors and announced that the campaign had
raised over $2.8 million, making the project a paid-in-full
effort. She then so marked an
enlarged contractual agreement
behind her and presented a
symbolic key of the facility
to Dr. Mills and Ben Davis.
Alice (Martin '37) Rosenberger with Trustee Homer Rosenberger '34 and
Whittier Mayor Delta Murphy.

Mrs. McMurtry, President Mills, Trustee
McMurtry '60.

Stanley Sanders '63 and Chuck

11

The plaque on which the key
was mounted was inscribed as
follows:
"This key symbolizes the completion of the Donald E. Graham
Student Activities Center. Presented to the students of Whittier
College by Mrs. John A. Fusco,
Trustee and Chairman, Greater
Whittier Area Campaign.
Wednesday, January 23, 1980."
As a final ending to a perfect
evening, the Poets defeated the
Bulldogs 88-81, which extended
the Poets' SCIAC win streak to
48 consecutive games.

Walter Cammack '15 admires his plaque. (Photo: Whittier Daily News)

Morris Bogue '16 (facing camera)
accepts his Hall of Fame Award from
William Schroeder. (Photo: Courtesy
Whittier Daily News)

Hall of Fame
Inducts 19
On January 23, before the
reception and Whittier/Redlands
game, there was a dinner at the
Faculty Center honoring those to
be inducted into the College's
Hall of Fame.
Sixteen former athletic greats,
two coaches and a College benefactor were inducted, and plaques
were presented to the honorees
or a member of their family.

Mrs. Patricia Everett receives a plaque
from William Schroeder in honor of
her father, Olen Finch. (Photo:
Whittier Daily News)
Seven of the Hall of Famers
were present at the dinner, eight
others were represented by next
of kin.
The inductees covered the seasons to 1930 and Kenneth Ball '34
who acted as Emcee announced
that another induction for athletes to 1940 will be conducted
later this spring, with follow-ups
at later dates to bring the Hall of
Fame current.
William Schroeder, managing
director of the Citizens Savings
12

Athletic Foundation and Hall of
Fame in Los Angeles, who assisted the committee with organizational work, presented the
plaques, duplicates of which are
displayed in the Hall of Fame
gallery in the Activities Center.
Those who personally accepted their awards included Walter
Cammack '15; Morris Bogue '16;
Samuel Pickett '22; Nathaniel
George '31; Albert Madden '25;
Tom Denney '27; and Coach
Wallace "Chief" Newman.
A number of individuals received posthumous awards. They
included Olen "Bull" Finch '17;
Verl Murray '19; Ray Johns '25;
Frank Shaffer '25; Ed Suggett
'25; Lewis "Oak" Pendleton '28;
Coach Esek "Elk" Perry; and
W. G. Rich. Their plaques were
accepted by members of their
families: Patricia (Finch) Everett;
Davena (Todd 19) Murray; Imogene (Russell '25) Johns; Mary
(Chambers '26) Shaffer; Charlotte
(Keck '27) Suggett Cox; Winnie
Pendleton; Hubert Perry '35; and
W. E; "Bill" Rich.
Two honorees were unable to
attend, Elliott Chambers 17 and
Earl Murray 18. Two additional
posthumous awards were made,
to Noble Renneker '09 and Howard Chambers '16. LII

Two Join Board
Dr. Carl L. Randolph, Chairman of the Board of Trustees,
recently announced the appointment of David M. Brown and Lee
E Owens as new members of the
Board.
David Brown, of Phoenix, Arizona, is the Pesident of Homes
by Dave Brown, a company that
designs family homes primarily
with young couples in mind.
Brown's career has taken him
from Los Angeles, where he was
an executive in the Development
Program in 1958, to the University of Oregon as a professor and
a consultant to the Bureau of

Municipal Research. In 1961 he
became Assistant Manager to the
City of Arcadia and then in turn
City Manager and Public Works
Director for El Monte; City Manager for Escondido; and General
Manager of Lake California and
consultant to the Great Southwest Corporation in Red Bluff.
In 1971 Brown became Regional Manager of the Ervin Company in Charlotte, N.C. and Atlanta, GA, and a year later was
President of Haufman and Broad
Homes in Chicago.
The recipient of a number of
awards, Dave Brown was named
"Man of the Year" by El Monte
Chamber of Commerce in 1966.
He has served as a member of the
California Cities Revenue and
Taxation Committee and on the
Board of Directors of the Escondido Chamber of Commerce and
of the San Diego County Water
Authority.
A graduate of Mount Union
College in Alliance, Ohio, Brown
received his MA in public administration from Western Reserve
University in Cleveland and took
further graduate work at the
University of Minnesota. His
interest in the academic field has
continued throughout his adult
life. In 1968, while a resident of
California, he was a member of
the University Advisory Board
for U.C. Irvine; a lecturer at USC
and Carnegie Tech, and has also
taught at Palomar College, the
University of Oregon, and the
University of Minnesota. Currently he is a guest lecturer at
Arizona State.
Through Dave Brown, the constantly growing number of alumni
in Arizona will be able to keep
up-to-date on the progress of their
alma mater.

Lee Owens is probably even
more familiar with the College as
it is today than are many alumni.
President and member of the
Board of Owens Publications, Inc.

which publishes the Daily News
and the East Whittier Review, it
is in his papers that local residents
are able to read all the news about
the College.
A graduate of U.C. Berkeley,
Owens is a Board member of
Ridder Newspapers, Inc.— a subsidiary of Knight-Ridder Newspapers—and was the former owner
of the weekly Carlsbad Journal.
For six years, Owens served as
President of the Whittier Boys
Club and is on the Board of that
organization, as well as on the
Salvation Army Advisory Board.
Former chairman of the Highway
and Transportation Committee of
the Whittier Area Chamber of
Commerce and director of the
Whittier Uptown Association,
Owens is a senior member of the
Rio Hondo Power Squadron and
a former navigation instructor.
He was one of the initiators of
the Rio Hondo Area Volunteer
Center and holds memberships in
the Whittier Rotary Club, the
Whittier Elks Lodge, and the
University Club.

Whittier College has been fortunate in recent months in attracting individuals like David
Brown, Lee Owens, Anthony
Pierno, Bill Marumoto, and Ruth
B. Shannon to join the other
members of the Board. With the
capacity for leadership and the
enthusiasm they have demon13

strated in their own lives, they
will undoubtedly prove invaluable in assisting the College in
its continued drive for excellence
as it approaches the centennial
of its founding in 1987. LII

Dr. Wang is Father
It is the custom in Chinese society that when a father is absent, the oldest cousin takes his
place. Which is why Dr. Robert
S. Wang, Assistant Professor of
Political Science, has just become
"father" to his cousin Ying, a
student at Whittier.
Dr. Wang's parents left China
in 1947, before he was born, and
he had never met any of his Chinese relations until the spring of
1979 when he and his mother
were finally able to go to Bejing.
Ying told a Whittier Daily
News reporter that he feels English is an important factor in his
country now. He began teaching
himself the language by listening
to the Voice of America on the
radio, but he regards being at
Whittier a unique opportunity to
improve his knowledge "for the
future of the world and my country. We need communication."
Ying spoke of Richard Nixon's
trip to China and said he thought
the former President is a great
man. "Studying at the college
where President Nixon graduated
has a unique significance for me,"
he said. "Nixon's contribution to
foreign affairs has resulted in
bringing the two countries together. The efforts made by both
sides to effect the normalization
of relations will help bring peace
to the world."
Ying talked frankly about conditions in China. With the arrival
of the new government, he stated,
things have opened up and the
country is moving toward modernization.
"Policies under the Gang of
Four made it very difficult to
study in the proper environment
and conditions," he said. "Now
the country is more open and the
people have the opportunity to

pursue what they are interested
in.,,
He commented on the late
Chairman Mao, saying that he
was a great leader. "It is not
objective to look at a person
to see if they are perfect," he
added. "No one is. He made
some mistakes, but we distinguish mistakes from the great
contributions he made to our
country."

Dr. Robert Wang (R.) with his new
"son" Ying.
In his first year at Whittier,
Ying will take basic courses in
English, math, history, communications and business. He will
discuss what his major will be
with "father/cousin" Robert
Wang. "I am still not familiar
with the system here. I will be
feeling my way through the first
year," he said.
Ying is the first student from
the Peoples' Republic of China
to study at Whittier and as such,
according to Dr. Wang, "might
become something of a celebrity
at the College."

Thomas V. Deihl
To Chair
Phonathon
Thomas V. Deihl '47 is Chairman of the 1980 Phonathon
Committee, which he sees as having a threefold purpose: first, to
inform donors as to the needs of
the College and urge them to
help meet those needs through
their contributions; second, to
renew old acquaintances and revitalize interest in the College;
and third, to thank all contributors personally for their support

and remind them that the College always stands ready to be of
service to them. Under Tom's
leadership, the Phonathon will
kick off in March with a goal of
$175,000 for the year.
Tom is President of the
Thomas V. Delhi Company, a
management company headquartered in Whittier. He was founder
and President of Guarantee Savings and Loan Association, and
most of his business life has been
in the Whittier area.
His Alma Mater is of great importance to Tom, whose ties to
the College are particularly close.
He is a past President of the
Alumni Association and two of
his three sons and their wives are
alumni—Rick '74 and Becky
(Tanner '75), and John '75 and
Melanie (Mustavich '72). His
brother, Richard '49 is a member
of the Board of Trustees and President of Home Savings and Loan
Association, the largest such corporation in the country. Their
father was at one time Chairman
of the Economics Department at
the College.

"Chief"
to be Honored
This school year marks the 50th
anniversary of "Chief" Wallace
Newman's arrival at Whittier College and his former players and
friends plan to honor him with
the establishment of an endowed
scholarship. The planning committee, headed by Clint Harris '35
and Ray Dezember '53 is organizing a dinner this spring to recognize the "Chief" for his coaching
ability and his many contributions both to the College and the
community. El

Candles
and Counsel
Marilyn Deppe
Director, Residential Life
The students of Whittier College celebrated the holiday sea14

son and the end of the first semester, in December, with the
Festival of Lights Candlelight
Procession, sponsored by the Office of Residential Life, in which
two hundred members of the
Whittier College Community, including students, faculty, and administrators participated.
The program began with a nucleus of faculty and administrators led by Chaplain Jon Moody,
and progressing to each Residence Hall where residents joined
the celebrants, lighting candles
and singing carols. Guided by
candlelight, the group proceeded
to the Chapel for the formal presentation of songs. Each living
group and the faculty offered a
song as a gift to the community
followed by the lighting of the
Holiday Candle. The evening
concluded with a fireside party
in the Student Union lounge.
The Festival of Lights Candlelight Procession is only one of
the efforts by the Office of
Residential Life to create a sense
of community and belonging for
Whittier College students. Students living in the Residence
Halls have a great opportunity to
participate in diverse kinds of
programs. While there are ample
social activities including dances,
movies, and parties, greater emphasis is being placed on educational programs such as the "Get
to Know Your Faculty, Administrator and Trustee Night," trips
to the San Diego Zoo, the Los
Angeles Philharmonic and other
programs.
Our goal in the Residence
Halls is to provide a safe and
secure environment and to create
an atmosphere in which each
student can develop as a whole
person. Living on Campus affords students the opportunity
to develop self awareness, responsibility, enhance interpersonal
relationships, tolerate diversity
and solidify values.
During the past ten years, research and literature has identified the importance of resi-

ed by a Hall Council composed
of interested Hall residents. The
group assists the Residence Staff
in programming as well as in policy formation. The Head Resident and Resident Assistants of
each hall serve the group as
advisors.
The Office of Residential Life
is constantly attempting to improve the quality of living in the
residence halls at Whittier College. Through safe and maintained halls, well-trained Residence
Staff members and active participation from students, Whittier's
Residence Halls play a major part
in the student's total education.

Chaplain Jon Moody lights the processional candles.
residents; and coordination of
maintenance, housekeeping, and
security functions as they pertain
to the residence halls. Bill Keim
assists me as Residential Life Program Coordinator, meeting with
Hall Councils and Residence
Staff to generate program ideas;
and editing "Poetic License," the
residence hall newsletter.

dential living in the total development of the student. The Committee on Higher Education
(1968) expresses this concern
quite vividly:
"Despite our limited behavioral knowledge, the college must
recognize that even its instructional goals cannot be effectively achieved unless it assumes
some responsibility for facilitating the development of the
total human personality. . . To
teach the subject matter and
ignore the realities of the student's life and the social systems
of the college is hoplessly naive."
As Director of Residential Life,
my responsibilities include staff
selection, training, and supervision; housing of all on-campus

There are five Head Residents
and fifteen Resident Assistants
who are responsible for physical
plant mananagement, advising
the Hall Council, serving as resource persons, counseling residents regarding personal and academic concerns, and implementing College policy.
The Residence Staff are selected on the basis of successful
completion of a one unit course
in "Residence Living Management." Once selected, the Staff
participates in a week-long Fall
Orientation as well as in an InService Training Program. In
turn the staff members have an
excellent opportunity to develop their leadership, communication and organizational skills.
The selection of competent staff
and their subsequent training is
essential to providing an atmosphere in the halls in which students can reach their maximum
academic potential.
Each Residence Hall is govern15

Alumni Board
News
Three Alumni Board Meetings
have been held so far this year
under the capable leadership of
Susie (Elliott) Roberts '67.
The Board and their spouses
met at the President's home on
November 8, giving Dr. and Mrs.
Mills an opportunity to get to
know the members and tell of
plans for the College in the decade ofthe 1980's.
The Activities Committee,
chaired by Helen (Wittman)
Smith '52, has selected Saturday,
November 8, for "Homecoming
'80," watch for further information. This year is going to be a
little different! Also being planned is a repeat of the very successful Whittier Night at the Hollywood Bowl.
Vince Fraumeni '69, Chairman
of the Admissions Committee, is
working with Mike Adams '71 to
organize groups of alumni in the
education field in order to bring
them up-to-date on admissions
procedures and the financial aids
that are available.
Dante Marinelli '76 is Chairman of the Alumni/Student Relations Committee that is planning desserts in the homes of
alums to help them become better acquainted with today's students. Another Wine and Cheese
Party will be held before Com-

mencement for the seniors, who
receive THE ROCK as a way of
introducing them to the Alumni
Association and its activities.
Chuck Palmer '55 has been
working closely with Financial
Aid Director George Tenopir '48.
This Committee reviews the merits of children of alumni who are
eligible for the two yearly scholships for alumni in the Long
Beach area.
The next Board Meeting, a
dinner in the President's Dining
Room, is scheduled for Thursday evening, March 13. LI

Alumni Impacts
The latest Impact Meetings,
held to introduce President
Eugene S. Mills and Dotty Mills
to our alumni, took place in Honolulu, Palm Desert and Hemet.
Alumni President Susie Roberts '67, Financial Aid Director
George Tenopir '48, and Director of Admissions Mike Adams
'71, joined Dr. and Mrs. Mills on
the campus of the University of
Hawaii, on December 14, at the
East/West Center for a dinner
meeting with alumni from the
State. John and Rena (Topping
'46) Brownell '47 and Walter and
Shirley (Fujisaki '64) Laskey '65
were the hosts for the meeting.
On January 4 the President,
with Director of Planned Giving
Arliss Johnson, Susie Roberts,
and Alumni Director Dick Thomson '34 met local alumni at a
morning session in Palm Desert
at the Pomona Federal Savings
and Loan Association Community room with Harry and Mildred
(Hatch '35) Phillips '35 of Rancho Mirage acting as hosts.
The same afternoon, the President and his party motored to
Hemet for a second meeting hosted by Gerald and Genevieve (Joy
'37) Bruce '37 in the Community
Room of the American Savings
and Loan Association.
Other Impact Meetings are being planned for San Francisco,
the San Joaquin Valley, Sacramento, San Diego and Phoenix.

11-9-5 Club
Year Best Ever
The 11-9-5 Club is enjoying
its best membership year ever under the co-chairmanship of
Charles B. "Bus" Kemp and Lee
Woodward.
Head Basketball Coach Dave
Jacobs introduced the Poet Varsity and Assistant Coaches who
were guests of the club at a very
sucessful Basketball B.B.Q. on
January 7, in the Faculty Center.
Also on the program that evening was the presentation of
the Annual Newman/Bonham Awards, given to outstanding
Alumni in the Coaching Field
who have brought honor to their
Alma Mater. Recipients this year
came from both football and
basketball.
William W. Workman '64 was
singled out for the coaching ability achieved with his Championship CIF Huntington Beach Varsity Team in football and the
outstanding record that he has
attained since becoming Head
Coach of the Sunset League
School. Bill was attending a
Coaches' Conference in New Orleans so his wife, Sharon (Scott
'66) received the award on his
behalf.
The Basketball Award went to
Robert Bland '57, successful
coach at Rio Hondo College and
a product of Retired Coach
Aubrey Bonham when he attended Whittier College. Bob's response and his acknowledgement
of what Whittier College has
meant to him in his coaching career was received with much enthusiasm from those present.
Speaker of the evening was
James "Jim" Cheffers, Director
of Interscholastic Athletics for
Los Angeles City Schools, who
told of his experiences as a referee with the Pros and the Pac 10.
This year the 11-9-5 Club has
been called upon to help in the
College athletic program by purchasing a cover for the new Pole
Vault Pit in Memorial Stadium,
and the trophies for the various
16

sports for the outstanding players of the year.
The first "Whittier College
Athletic Hall of Fame" has come
under the jurisdiction of the
11-9-5 Club as it inducted 16
former "greats," two coaches
and one "Friend of Athletes," at
a dinner in the Faculty Center on
Wednesday evening, January 23.
Ken Ball '34, Chairman of the
"Hall of Fame" Committee was
Emcee of the event that brought
back to the campus many old
timers and guests, including W.R.
"Bill" Schroeder, Managing Director of the Citizens Savings
Athletic Foundation, and Associate Director Braven Dyer, Jr.
On Wednesday evening, January 30, the Annual Bean Feed
for Alumni "Coaches in the
Field" was hosted by the Club
with many coaches from High
Schools and Community Colleges attending. After the dinner,
the group were guests of the Athletic Department at the Whittier
vs. Occidental basketball game in
the Donald E. Graham Activities
Center. Newt Robinson '37 was
in charge. LI

Golf Tourney
The Eighth Annual 11-9-5
Club Gold Tournament will be
held on Monday, May 19, at the
Western Hills Golf and Country
Club, according to the chairman
of the event, Tom Sepulveda '42.
As usual, this will be a shot-gun
tee-off starting at 1:30pm, with
dinner following in the Clubhouse, where awards for the longest drive, closest to the hole, and
score totals will be presented.
Official entry blanks will be
mailed in April to 11-9-5 Club
members and guests. Anyone interested in playing should contact the Alumni Office at (213)
693-0771, Ext 221 or 222.
Western Hills Golf and Country Club is located in Carbon
Canyon in Chino and may easily
be reached from the Pomona,
Riverside, Orange or San Bernardino Freeways. LI

Margaret Anaya Tan '78

Alumni - Faculty
Get-Acquainted
The WCSLAA initiated an
annual Alumni-Faculty "Get-Acquainted" in January. The purpose of the function was to introduce the new faculty to the alumni and vice versa. However, as
this was the first such gathering,
the instellation of the 1980 officers and Board of Directors was
combined with an introduction
of all faculty along with royal
coverage of our newest faculty
member: Howard Foss.
Candace Mayeron '78, Chairperson of the event and her committee (Bruce A. Sackett '74 and
Margaret Anaya Tan '78) saw to
it that desserts and champagne
were plentiful. She extened a
warm welcome to everyone before turning faculty introductions over to Sackett. His humor
mixed with reporting the accomplishments of our fine faculty
saw us through to the introduction of the Association leadership by out-going President Richard Cates.
Jim Watkins '78, president;
Margaret Anaya Tan '78, vice
president; Steve Manning '79,
secretary; Laura Kimche '78,
treasurer. Board Members are
Jeanne Berger '68, David Noble
'73, Bruce A. Sackett 74, Elaine
Wilson '77, Mablean Paxton '78,
Candace Mayeron '78, and Art
Walsh '79.
Interim Dean John A FitzRandolph shared biographical
shetches about the directors and
officers and then introduced R.
Chandler Myers, Esq. Myers, vice
chairman of the WC Board of
Trustees, horored us by administering the oath to the incoming
Board. His presence represents
the sincere interest WC has toward the Law School. President
Mills sent us his best wishes for
a successful year. Prior commitments prevented his par-

ticipating in person, but not in
spirit.
By the way, if we are to have a
successful year, we need your participation too. We have standing
committees of all sizes and
shapes. One of them can always
use good people. Consider the
Committee for Student-Alumni
Relations, Alumni Specialty Roster Membership, Program-Special Events, Scholarship, FacultyAlumni Relation, or Media-Publicity Communications. Let a
Board Member know your choice.
Mayeron closed the informal,
but very informative event. She
reminded us that our faculty and
fellow alumni are always pleased
to be resourses for problem areas
you might have in their specialties. Remember the 1980 Alumni
Directory will be indicating the
specialties of its members.
With such a successful Gathering behind us, we look forward
to this event becoming an August
tradition in the future. 11111

Friesen
Co-authors Paper
When Ernest C. Friesen, Jr., resigned as Dean of WCSL, he left
to head the Judicial Institute
which is located right on the
WCSL campus. He's as busy as
he ever was. In addition to his
duties as director, he has found
time to co-author a paper with
Joseph Jordan and Alfred Sulmonetti—"Arrest to Trial in
Forty-five Days: A Report on a
Study of Delay in Metropolitan
Courts During 1977-78." The
paper was published by the National Center for State Courts
Library in Williamsburg, Virginia.
These types of publications
and the work of the Institute contribute analysis and recommendations that will help cut down
the delay in cases reaching trial.
We didn't lose a Dean; we gained a Director. And once more
he's retained his professorship
and will still be teaching some
classes.
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Law School
Adds Centerfold
The "Old Acquaintance" section of this publication has begun printing tidbits about our
alumni. So check the centerfold
to find out what has been happening to your fellow classmates
and other alumni—a new practice,
association, baby, or adventure.

Levin Investigates
Legal-Medical
Insurance Frauds
Harvey Levin, Assistant Professor of Law, has a name not
only familiar to WCSL students
and alumni but to millions who
have heard him on KABC's
"Talkradio" show with Michael
Jackson; read his weekly column,
"The Law and You," published
on Tuesdays in the Los Angeles
Times "You" magazine; the articles published in the Los Angeles
Herald Examiner; or have seen
him on KNXT's "60 Minutes"
with Dan Rather. The "60 Minutes" appearance was a result
of the investigations Levin has
extensively done on legal-medical insurance frauds. He states

Harvey Levin (R) with Dan Rather
(center), discussing the "60 Minutes"
show.
he has submitted his research to
both the State Bar and Board of
Medical Quality Assurance and
looks forward to helping resolve
what he considers an enormous
problem. Li
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John Godfrey (left) and incoming Coach Hugh Mendez

Godfrey Resigns
For the first time in 20 years,
there is a changing of the guard
for the Whittier College football
program.
John Godfrey has stepped
down as football coach, and after
accepting his resignation reluctantly, President Mills appointed
Hugh Mendez, defensive coordinator, to the position.
Godfrey, who came to the
campus in 1957 as an assistant to
current San Diego Charger Coach
Don Coryell and then became
head coach in 1960, will remain
at Whittier as chairman of the
physical education department.
He will also help his successor
in recruiting and scouting.
"John Godfrey's contribution
to this College has been considerable both in coaching athletes
and in guiding students," said
Mills, who was a Godfrey admirer
years ago when the president was
a psychology professor.
"Whittier has been fortunate
to be able to keep a man of his
ability for such a long period of

time. I'm happy that John will
stay on campus to help the College in other ways."
In appointing Mendez to succeed Godfrey, Mills said, "I have
great confidence that Hugh Mendez will continue to pursue a
football program at Whittier with
high ideals. He is a knowledgeable football man."
Godfrey, who has spent 31
years in coaching, 23 of them at
Whittier, says he is ready for a
change.
"I enjoy my association with
this College and I think this is a
very good coaching job," he said,
"I feel lucky to have coached so
many outstanding athletes and
students. I'm sure the football
program is on sound footing, but
maybe a change in coaches will
be even more beneficial for it."
Mendez, who will retain his
position as baseball coach, says
he can't wait to get started on
his new responsibilities.
"I feel real good about the
chance to coach Poet football,"
Mendez said. "However, it's a big
challenge to replace a man who
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has been so successful here for
20 years. I owe John a lot for
giving me the responsibility as an
assistant to put some of my theories into practice."
Affectionately known as "The
Tiger," Godfrey coached the
Poets to nine Southern California Intercollegiate Athletic Conference championships in 20
years. His teams played at a 64%
winning margin (120-68-5),
despite playing one of the most
challenging small college schedules in Southern California.
Godfrey's most successful
team was his second (1962). The
Poets won nine straight regular
season games before losing an
NAIA west regional playoff in
the mud to Linfield, Oregon.
The 1977 Poets (8-2) compiled the best Whittier mark in
the last 14 years since going
9-1-0 in 1964 and although
finishing second to Redlands in
the conference, was ranked 14th
in the final NAIA poll.
A graduate of Washington State
University, he captained the Cougars in 1947 and played in the

Hula All-Star Bowl in Hawaii.
Before coming to Whittier, he
coached at Punahou and Farrington High Schools in Honolulu
and Bellingham, Wash.
Mendez has been on the athletic staff at Whittier since 1970,
coming here from Long Beach
Poly High School, where he was
head baseball and assistant football coach. He is a 1958 graduate
of Springfield (Mass.) College,
and received his MS degree from
Whittier. Mendez was a starting
wingback and defensive safety
for three years at Springfield.
One of Mendez' most notable
achievements was in 1977, when
his Whittier defensive unit led
the nation in rushing defense, restricting 10 opponents to 34.5
yards per game. In overall defense, the Poets finished sixth at
170 yards per game.
Mendez is the 10th football
coach in the College's history,
following Russell Wilson, I. H.
Van Cleave, Esek Perry, Leo
Calland, George Philbrook, Wallace "Chief" Newman, George
Allen, Coryell and Godfrey. LI

Football
On the football field, the Poets
were on the verge of collecting
Godfrey's 10th conference title,
but a stunning 23-18 upset to La
Verne on the final night of the
season sent Whittier down to a
second place with Redlands.

Martin Martinez and running
back Dwayne Jones on offense
and end Tony Primrose, tackle
Ted McCaslin and halfback Louie
Sanchez on the defensive unit.
Second team honorees were
guard Mike Chavez, tackle Mike
Thomas and defensive back
Gordon Chamberlin.
Freshman Dwayne Jones, a
5-3, 165 pounder, finished second in individual rushing, averaging 103.5 yards a game. He
rushed 157 times, gained 817
yards and averaged 5.3 yards.
Jones also was second in scoring,
four points behind leader Tony
Haertl of Redlands. LI

Men's
Basketball
"I don't know whether or not
we can get through another season without a loss and keep our
conference record intact, but
we're going to give a good shot."
Coach Dave Jacobs was talking
about Whittier's 43 game winning streak in the SCIAC before
the season started.
The Poets whipped Redlands,
Claremont-Mudd, Pomona-Pitzer,
La Verne and Caltech in their
first five games and were still unbeaten heading into the crucial
against Occidental.
The five early 1980 victories
pushed the phenomenal streak to
48 in a row. The Poets logged
perfect 12-0 conference records
the last three years, following the
1976 campaign in which they
won their final seven games to
gain a share of the title.

The championship was won by
Claremont-Mudd with a 4-1 despite losing its final to PomonaPitzer. It was the first SCIAC
championship for Claremont
since 1970 and its first ever undisputed title.

Whittier hasn't lost an SCIAC
game since January 23, 1976,
when Occidental defeated the
Poets in ancient Wardman Gym.

Whittier, 5-4 overall, landed six
players on the first all-conference
team, tackle Jeff Smith, guard

At the beginning of this season,
however, it was a different situation with 6-6 senior Stanley
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Tolliver, the only returning starter. All-American Mike Brown,
Ralph Dudley and Gary Dinneen
graduated and Bill Liscott left
school for personal reasons.
But despite the necessity of rebuilding with last year's reserves
and a junior college transfer,
Jacobs was able to keep the
wolves away from the door, at
least through five games. Li

Women's Sports
Women's athletics seem to be
on the upswing at Whittier following several dismal seasons.
In volleyball, Coach Bernette
Cripe's team made its strongest
showing in three years and only
a string of injuries prevented
even further advancement.
"We had a strong start and
looked like we were headed up
in the conference standings when
the injury hex hit us," Cripe said.
"Three of our girls had knee
problems and the rest of them
developed ankle problems."
For the third straight year,
Ruth Ruff was selected on the
all-conference second team, missing first team by a single vote.
Senior Julie Carlson was the
most valuable player and freshman Lisa Heim had a big year
while Terrie Mengel nabbed the
most improved player honor.
Also on the team were Denece
Bones, Sharolyn Lee, Vickie
Dack and Suzanne Ferguson.
Poet basketball was under the
direction of a new coach, Kathleen Cordes, a native of Indiana,
who came to Whittier from St.
Mary's College of Notre Dame,
where she was athletic director.
An incredible siege of injuries
struck the rookie coach down
and by the time the conference
season rolled around, three starters were on the sidelines with a
variety of hurts. Li

From the Bookstore

For Prospective Poets
Child's T-Shirt, with legend Whittier College ?? . Powder blue with navy
blue lettering, 50% polyester, 50% cotton, or white with bright blue lettering,
100% cotton.
Extra small (2-4), Small (6-8), Medium (10-12), Large (14-16).
$3.95 each
Girl's and boy's bibs
$2.25 each
Postage and handling add 75 cents per item.
California residents add 6% tax.
Make checks payable to: WHITTIER COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
Mail to Bookstore at: 7214 South Painter Avenue, Whittier, CA 90602.
(If you would like to receive information on ordering a school ring, please
let us know.)

Other sportswear is available.
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